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Inside ono of the beautiful, golden churches of Quito: Sunny Puckett
(left) Jean McCuen and Ion /ether (Dyersburg) polo in the s•cristy.
This particular church, some 511 years old, tied 14 altars and was •
breath-taking exhibit In golden carvings, • port of which may be wen
In the background of the above pkture.
One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for out-
standing •xcellenc• every year It
h•s been submitted in lunging con
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Jennifer Burcham Captures 1966
Title Of "Miss Kentucky"
MISS JENNIFER BURCHAM of Hkkmon, Ky. was crowned 'Miss Ken-
tucky of ICU' at the close of the annual Lions Club sponsored beauty
Pageant at Mayfield High School auditorium Saturday night. Miss Mary
Lou Banks, loft, was selected 'Miss Kentucky Cutio' by her fellow con-
testants. (Mayfield Messenger Staff Photo by Joe Hayden)
Miss Jennifer Burcham—lovely
18-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Burcham of Hickman,
Ky., was named "Miss Kentucky
of 1966" Saturday night and was
crowned by her predecessor Miss
Julie Andrus of Mayfield, Ky.
The new "Miss Kentucky", a
green eyed burnette, measurments
35-24-36, is a freshman at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, with a major
In French, plans to be a high
school teacher, likes to play the
piano and organ and to water ski.
She is the reigning Kentucky
Derby Queen and will crown her
successor during the May event at
Louisville.
As "Miss Kentucky", Jennifer
will represent the Bluegrass State
in the 1966 "Miss USA" Pageant to
be held next month in Miami,
Florida. The young lady who is
crowned "Miss USA" in that event
will then compete in the "Miss
Universe" Pageant which is held
Immediately thereafter.
Other finalists were: First run-
ner-up, Marilyn Charlton of Wing'o;
second runner up, Kathy Bowlin of
Paducah; Third runner-up, Carol
Rolfe of Murray; Fourth runner-
up, Patsy Lax of Murray. The
contestants selected Mary Lou
Banks of Princeton "Miss Ken-
tucky Cutie" on the basis of her
winning personality which she dis-
played during the contest.
Contestants appeared in evening
gowns, then in street clothes, and
then in bathing suits. Each of the
eighteen contestants were present-
ed trophies denoting their partici-
pation in the contest.
The 1966 beauty pageant, which
was staged as a preliminary to
the "Miss USA" and "Miss Uni-
verse beauty pageants at Miami
was the fifth Lions Club—sponsor-
ed event, and was by far the best
attended in it's five year history.
Julie Andrus as "Miss Ken-
tucky 1965" represented the state
in the "Miss USA" pageant and
placed third in the finals. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Andrus of Mayfield, and attends
the University of Tennessee.
Kathy Bowland, the second run-
ner-up, will be remembered by
those who attended the Banana
Festival princess contest as the
Kentucky entry who was selected
to represent the state in the Miss
United States content, which was
held at Norfolk, Va.
Ecuadorian Trip Is Tremendous Success
STAFF NOTE—The Banana Festival group tour-
ing Ecuador arrived in Miami on Tuesday night. The
following article, written by Jo Westpheling, arrived in
Fulton on press day. It is an account of their first days
in Ecuador. Next week's News will give you a complete
account, with more pictures, of the entire Ecuadorean
visit. .
by Jo Westpheling
Ecuador,- April 14 — I am writing this to you on the
second day of our almost unbelievable wonderful visit to
Ecuador on a goodwill mission in connection with the
Fourth Annual International Banana Festival.
The hospitality has been so grand; the private and
official welcomes so cordial and sincere, that most of us
feel that we have been here for a long, long time.
I scarcely know where to begin the story of this
fantastically beautiful, exciting and friendly country.
Perhaps it might be a good idea to try to convey to you
our emotions (which might even sum up the entire tone
of our visit thus far) as we looked out of our plane's
window in the clear, quiet April night, down upon the
lighted stillness of Cuba and Jamaica as our comfort-
able and delightfully luxurious Ecuatoriana plane sped
on to Quito in the early morning hours.
It was barely sun-up when we 
landed briefly in Panama for re-
fueling and the impressive experi-
ence of knowing that we were put-
ting our feet on foreign soil and in
a banana-producing country at
that. Most of the group stayed
awake during the night, mainly be-
cause of the excitement of the trip
and the fact that it is hardly be-
lievable that so many people, with
so many diversified interests,
could join together M a common
cause and yet be so completely
compatible.
No loss of sleep, no' fatigue, no
discomfort of long travel ig any
way deterred the excitement and
even solemnity of seeing the sun
rise while air-born over the Pa-
cific Ocean, and in a shorter while
to approach the incomparable
beauty of the Andes mountains,
silhouetted in the mist of clouds.
It was the most magnificent sight
I had ever seen, or even hope to
see.
. . .
In a telephone call from Mi•mi
today, Wednesday, Jo Westphisl-
ing reported that when the
group arrived in Guayaquil on
Monday the family of J•mie
Plaza was on Nand to greet
them. Monday afternoon Jamie's
brother returned with sense of
his friends to squire Me young
ladies in the Fulton group around
beautiful and historic Guayaquil.
• • • •
As we neared Quito, everybody
tidied up a bit, even a lot, for
Cecil Tarran and Alberto Martinez-
Fonts, our genial hosts on the trip,
told us that we would be given an
important and cordial reception at
the airport in Quito. We all looked
forward to the landing, but it was
almost forgotten as all of us cram-
med near the plane's windows to..
saturate the beauty of the Ecua-
dorian landscape. On terra firma,
it is breath-taking; from the air
it is indescribable. The mountains
appeared to have a cover of blue-
grass patchwork carefully design-
ed upon them. The small farms, so
meticulously plotted, are clean and
fresh and diligently cared for. On
close scrutiny, we could see small,
primitive dwellings dotting the
country-side, where live those na-
tives eking out a livelihood from
the earth with their bare hands.
That is a story, and a long one all
in itself, but for now I must go on
with our arrival and our activities
up until now.
Ecuatoriana's efficient and su-
perbly operated plane coasted on-
to the run-way in a perfect land-
ing - smooth and comfortable, in
spite of the tremendous excitement
and anticipation aboard that should
have caused some kind of vibra-
Cons.
When the plane's door opened,
our beauteous Banana Princess
Vicki Hurd was the first to appear
in the doorway atop the steps and
that's when the photographer's
flash bulbs started popping. Vicki
is a public relations expert's
dream of what a beauty princess
should be. She is charming, she
is gracious, she Is cooperative, she
is extremely bright and person-
able. She is the kind of a gal who
realizes that she is the star of a
good show, and yet she is always
standing off-stage waiting for in-
structions to have our Banaan Fes-
tival presented in the best light.
We have been to several extremely
official and high level affairs so
far, where the press and radio
representatives almost outnum-
bered the guests, but dear sweet
Vicki always called before hand to
check about the kind of dress she
should wear, when and if to wear
her tiara and her Festival Prin-
cess identification.
If we had been asked to choose
a young lady to represent us to
our most exemplary advantage,
we could never have found a per-
son who could so completely fill
our wishes as does, and as has,
Princess Vicki Hurd on this mis-
sion.
Needless to say, we are deeply
indebted to Colonel Mercer Lee
Price, of Price Foundations, for
his generosity in inviting Princess
Vicki to come with us on this trip.
Mr. Price himself is the greatest
booster and ambassador of good
will our Festival and this country
has ever seen. There to--no way
ever in this tifjtftasr that we can
properly and sufficiently say
thanks to him.
The international good will pro,
gram has been contagious among
the members of our entourage.
Cynthia Clark, first alternate to
Miss Alaska in the Miss America
pageant, is also a member of the
group and also the guest of Mr.
Price. She seems to be right where
she is needed at all times, want-
ing to do her part to make our big
and friendly neighbors in South
America know that they have
friends in North America.
Quito's airport was filled with
dignitaries, adding their welcome
to our party. Regrettably, Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Wymberley Coeer
were called to Washington for a
consultation with President John•
son, but Sam Lane and Dr. D. D.
MacPherson, of the American Em-
bassy, were on hand to greet us
and to extend every assistance for
our enjoyment and our happiness
In Ecuador.
In addition to our own Embassy
officials, President Yerovi's cab-
inet was well represented when the
Ministers of Commerce, Industry,
Agriculture, Tourism, etc., extend-
ed their hands to greet us. The
newspapers have referred to our
group as "very important people
from America," and, as time
wears on and our visit is being so
royally handled, we might just be-
lieve that the designation is true.
The importance of our visit was
brought home to us in a forceful
impact when we were informed on
driving to the magnificent Hotel
Quito that we would be received by
President Yerovi at four o'clock on
the day of our visit. I could hardly
believe it. President Yerovi just
took office several weeks ago, so
you know how busy he must be;
but, nevertheless, his calendar was
cleared to extend !IL, personal
greetings to our group.
We were driven to the President-
ial Palace in private automobiles
furnished by the government. On
arriving, we waited on the huge
veranda of the palace, right in the
heart of the teeming metropolis.
for our appointment. Actually, it
was s time to be gay and en-
thusiastic and most of the crowd
surely was, but you could tell that
a lot of were thinking, "I wish
people back home could be with
us . to share with us the signifi-
cance of the strides we have made
with our Banana Festival . . . to
be so recognized that the President
of one of the most progressive
countries in South America wants
to any 'thank you' for what we are
doing to cement understanding and
(Continued on Faye Fine
Other Pliefee On Inside Pones
of youngsters wherever the
GREETINGS, MR. PRESIDENTI Mrs. Jo Westpinefing brings a message of greetings and friendship to
Quito President Clement* Ysirovi Ind/Moro at the President's private office in the Palace, •s tour mem-
bers gather around. After the cordial meeting with the President, tour members were treated to a look
around the beautiful palac• rooms.
Tour members pose, with the city of Quito in the background. City actually winds in and around several
valleys, completely surrounded by high mountains.
Amusement for the youngsters: With • drum-boating toy monkey, Paul Wisstphe4ing drew dauphins crowds
on the downtown tom Here to. typical scam
A Thursday morning tour of quaint, picturesque downtown Ought Mildred Freemen, (left), Dub Burnett*,
Monett* and Gid Williamham cross a Square enema* to • nearby church.
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Editors and Publishers
Editorials
Farm Bureau Consultant Does Straight Talking
About The Reason For Increasing Costs Of Food
Clarence L. Miller, a marketing
consultant for the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation, minced no words
about the increase in the cost of liv-
ing, especially where the cost of food
is concerned.
While housewives complain bit-
terly about the soaring prices bf food
products, Mr. Miller is just as vocal
in his defense of the farmer and the
reason for the increasing prices of
foodstuffs.
If you are a grocery buyer, and if
you are a farmer, you will get some
valuable knowledge from Mr. Mil-
ler's statement. Here it is:
The cost of living index released
in Washington recently received
more than the usual press coverage
accorded this monthly announce-
ment.
The public has grown accustom-
ed to the increases in the cost of liv-
ing that have occurred with clocklike
precision every month. This one was
unusual, however, in that food prices
rose for the first time, or at least for
the first time was the principal cause
of the rise in the cost of living. In this
instance food accounted for three-
fourths of the increase.
Why did food cost rise and just
how much did it rise?
Beef, pork, milk and fresh vege-
tables were the particular commodi-
ties singled out as the guilty culprits.
Every farmer realizes that these
items are producing a fair return for.
the first time in aljnost a decade.
Why? Because they are not in sur-
plus supply.
The producers of these commo-
dities can recall that last year and
the year before they were producing
cattle and hogs at a loss. Because of
this, many, unwilling to work for
nothing, simply liquidated their
herds. As a result, enough people
were forced out of business, because
of the price squeeze, to reduce the
supply of hogs and cattle to a point
that if the consumer wants beef and
pork, he will have to pay more for it.
The same situation applies to the
dairyman.
As anyone familiar with farming
well knows, the dairy industry is
very demanding of time. The•dairy-
man has to be on the job 365 days a
year and cannot run in substitutes. A
strict schedule must be observed, and
the average youngster of today is not
willing to subject himself to such an
exacting and demanding profession.
As a result, the number of dairymen
is declining to such an extent that
milk is no longer in surplus supply.
If the consumer wants more milk,
he will have to pay for it, and if Mr.
Johnson wants milk for his foreign
aid program, he will have to pay for
it, which is precisely what he an-
nounced he would do when he raised
the support prices for dairy products.
(At the same time, he was advising
the housewife to quit buying dairy
products because they were too
high.)
Vegetables are higher simply
because there are fewer of them. The
late freeze took care of that. So if the
consumer wants to eat vegetables, he
bids for the available supply and the
price goes up. No one seems to sym-
pathize with these same producers
who lost a big part of their produc-
tion. The consumer seems to want to
buy the remaining part that the pro-
ducer salvaged at a cheap price.
One of our many friends in the
U. S. D. A. assured the consumers
that the "worst is `over because prices
of vegetables, pork and beef would be
falling due to the increased supplies,"
but that he could not hold out the
same hope for consumers of dairy
products because that industry had
become "stabilized."
The U. S. D. A., Department of
Information, bore out his remarks
when it published jts announcement
of the Index of Prins on April 1.
"The Index of Prices Received
by Farmers declined one point to 271
percent of its 1910-1914 average dur-
ing the month ending March 15,
while the Index of Prices Paid by
Farmers increased two points to 331
percent. As a result, the parity ratio
declined obe point to 82," the release
stated.
This release tells the true story
of the price situation. A dollar is a
medium of exchange only. (It is get-
ting smaller every year.) Its true
measure is what it will buy. Accord-
ing to this release by the U. S. D. A.,
the farmer's purchasing power is be-
coming less. He is now receiving 82
percent of parity when in order to be
on an equal level with the rest of the
economy, he should be receiving 100
percent.
Sixty-Four Fulton, Hickman County Students
To Benefit From UK's New Academic Program
It is heartening to read the news
columns these days and witness the
growing cooperation between Cath-
olics and Protestants in many fields
of spiritual and general human s_en-
deavor. Perhaps one of the most en-
couraging instances of this sort was
the quick response of American-1%d-
ers of both faiths to the starving-nil-
lions in India. Representatives of the
World Council of Churches and the
Vatican, meeting in Geneva, issued a
world-wide call urging the duo-faith
response to India's tragic plight.
The Geneva action was immedi-
ately followed by a strong appeal to
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U. S. Protestants and Catholics in a
statement signed jointly by Bishop
Edward Swanstrom, head of Catholic
Relief Services, and Dr. David M.
Stowe, a National Council of Church-
es overseas program leader which
read: "Confronted with the magni-
tude of the disastrous famine in India
and the enormity of the suffering and
death being visited upon Countless
millions of India's people, we of the
Christian churches are conscience
bound in justice and charity to raise
our collective voices in their behalf."
But what about the third great
faith in the U. S., namely the Jews?
The United Jewish Appeal joined in
nation-wide telecasts urging Ameri-
cans to respond to the Catholic-Pro-
testant plea for aid to the people of
India. The UJA annually joins in a
concerted drive through the now fa-
miliar Religious Overseas Aid Pro-
gram, which measured in its total
outreach, constitutes the single big-
gest non-government program of re-
lief and rehabilitation in the world.
Churches, peoples and faiths are
moving toward a common purpose: to
help in the spiritual and physical bet-
terment of mankind. This is indeed a
vivid flame of hope in the gloom of a
world nearly torn asunder.
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WHEN YOU'RE AT BAT
To hear the umpire yell "strike two,"
Without one "ball" to count for you,
Is a handicap we readily admit.
But that's the time to hold your nerves,
And check the pitcher's speed and curves,
For it takes just one good swing to make a hit.
It's no disgrace to fan the air;
- Sometimes success just wasn't there. .
And most of us have missed a time or two,
So stand up there and face your fate.
Here comes one sailing o'er the plate;
It's just the chance that's "tailor-made" for you.
In life and baseball it's the same.
Sometimes it is a waiting game
And other times it calls for force and wit.
In either case just use your eye;
Don't mourn the chance that passed you by,
For it takes just one good swing to make a hit.
FULTON'S
C ©mem
by Miss Jessie Orgain
From Your Public Library
We in the library wish to thank
all who have been so willing to help
in plans for National Library
Week. Announcements of the pro,
giant for the week are appearing
each day over the air and through
the newspapers. Please keep on
the lookout for what each day will
bring in observence of the week,
Below is a copy of an editorial
written by S. Gilbert Wood, Ken-
tucky Chairman of National Li.
brary Week.
Keep Growing • Read!
"The theme for National Li.
brary is 'Keep Growing - Read'.
This is a good time for Kentuck-
ians to visit their libraries, Took at
them critically. discover the trea-
sures which exi.sj.,..there,,and also
note the many things whieh may
be lacking.
Good Public Libraries in a
modern Library System not only
have a wide variety of good books:
they have educational films: re.
cordings of good music, literature
and foreign languages, pamphlet
files. the best magazines, framed
reproductions of paintings, film
slides and recorded tapes, all free-
ly available for loan as readily as
books.
The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act is building stronger
By Kelly O'Neall
From "The Christian"
school libraries The Higher Edu-
cation Act will help college li-
braries. 'Under an improved Li.
beery Services and Construction
Act, which has just been intfoduc-
ed in the House (11R 14050) and
Senile (h' 3076) some improve-
ment in public libraries may be
possible as well: if we take the
trouble to hack these bills.
Under these federal bills, and
with more state and local support.
Kentucky' can begin to develop a
modern library system, which is
the most effective and most eco-
nomical method of bringing the
best and most up to date informs•
lion to everyone.
Growing industries have an in-
creasing need for access to the
latest information. Therefore well
organized, easily available know-
ledge of all types can be gold to a
community at a time when over
1000 new book titles are pouring
from the presses every day. Good
library service can definitely help
attract new industries to Kentucky.
Now that we are in the midst of
an information explosion unheard
of in the past, it is to our selfish
interest to keep growing through
reading.
Now good is our library service?
How often do we use it? How can
we improve it? It is up to us to
help find the answers."
Trail Of Tears
Re-Scheduled
Due to a hold up . . . (cool wea-
ther held up the normal opening
of about 70 percent of the dog.
wood) . . the Fifth Annual Trail
of Tears Dogwood Tour has been
reset for Sunday, April 24th, for
a repeat performance.
With the Red Bud, Wild Plum,
Flowering Crab and other shrubs
at peak, the Trail of Tears State
l'ark was alive with Sunday motor-
ists last Sunday hut the profuse
display of dogwood in the park was
not up to its usual splendor.
The Cape Girardeau Chamber -
Junior Chamber tour booth was
manned and visitors greeted with
suggestions for the best and most
colorful tour. Many motorists in-
dicated that they would welcome
a repeat performance on the 24th
and view the dokwood at its best.
By popular request. those in
charge of the event have agreed to
again staff an information booth
just off of U. S. 61 on Cape Rock
Drive in Cape Girardeau for an-
other beautiful day of touring for
the Sunday motorist.
Tour maps, copies of the "Leg.
end of the Dogwood". prizes of
dogwood trees for cars stopping at
the booth at pre
-determined times,
etc., will again be made available
by the sponsors for Sunday, April
24th.
The 1 1-2 mile connecting drive
in the Trail of Tears State Park
has one of the heaviest concentra-
tions of native dogwood in the
Midwest.
Our
Christian
Heritage
IS IT MORALLY RIGHT TO
TRADE WTH COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES?
The issue of trade with com-
munist countries has been put be-
fore the Congress and the Amer,.
can people in the President's
"State-of-the Union" message, in
which the Chief Executive asked
for increased trade with the East-
ern European Communists AND
the Soviet Union. This issue is a
Christian issue with profound
moral and spiritual implications.
To mention only two What are the
Communists' intentions? Hive
they laid aside their blueprint of
world resolution and their war
'against God? Also, what about
strategic war materials going to
Viet-Nam where American men
are fighting and dying? Quick
Profits on "East-West" trade
would be 'very costly if. in the
process. we betray our Christ -n
Heritage as a nation.
The tlorruanthist position on
trade with the United States has
been made clear and unmistakab!e.
It is strictly a weapon of political
warfare.
"It is ne y, • said Lenin.
"to bribe Capitalism with extra
profit . . . and we v ill get the
basic equipment with the aid of
which we will strengthen ourselses
and finally get up on our fret and
then defeat it (Capitalism) eco-
nomically." (December 21. 1920)
This position has never changed.
The American Bar Association, in
its special report on Communist
tactics, strategy and objectives in
December, 1958, made this corn.
ment on the Soviet plea for more
trade with the United States.
"Foreign trade to • Communist
country is a means of waging cold
war. It is a means of obtaining
from the outside world the strate-
gic materials with which it can
arm itself for world conquest The
goods we might sell to the Com-
munist bloc can be used against
us just as the Rolls•Royce jet en-
gines sold to Russia were used to
power the MIG-16's against us in
Korea."
It is a serious matter when
President Humphrey last Sunday
on "Meet The Press" stated "..!
the majority of the American •
net. coMmunity were supper.:4
increased trade with the Setiets
This appraisal of the American
business community reminds us of
Lenin's famous aphorism that the
American businessman would pro-
vide the rope for his own hanging.
Oimmenting recently on the test' 
loonybefore the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, one of the
Senators mad this statement:
"The whole structure and foun-
dation of Communist power which
today threatens the world, would
have been impossible without the
equipment and technical assist
ance, and direct aid the Kremlin
has received from the West donne
the four and one-half decades
since the Bolshevik Revolution."
Those who say that this trade
with Communist countries is not
being used against us are either
misinformed or misleading. The
grain and potatoes which were
(Continued on pap* Tlecia•)
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Members and guests of the West Tennessee and
West Kentucky Alumni Association of Freed-Harde-
man College, Henderson, Tenn., enjoyed a banquet held
at the American Legion Cabin in Fulton on April 12.
Officials were elected by the alumni association as fol-
lows: Charles L. Houser, Fulton, re-elected president;
Homer A. Daniel, Paducah, vice-president; J. E. Green,
Martin, secretary. This was the first meeting to be held
since the war and the group plans to hold an annual
regional meeting every year.
Fulton's newest sub-division is the Country Club
Court on East State Line. B. B. Henderson, owner, stat-
ed this week that he has some fine building lots to offer.
There are about 50 lots in the court and the first lot
was purchased by E. D. (Spud) Edwards.
Walter Voelpel, who recently returned home after
serving in the U. S. Navy in the Pacific, has been ap-
pointed coroner of Fulton County by Judge Homer
Roberts.
Mrs. J. C Scruggs entertained her bridge club on
April 12 at her home on Carr Street. Mrs. M. W. Haws
held high score and Mrs. J. H. Maddox guest high
score. Light refreshments were served at the close of
the game. Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs. Bob White and Mrs.
Maddox were guests.
A supper birthday dinner was given Mrs. Eulih
Long Friday at her home on Jefferson street. A delight-
ful dinner was served at the noon hour, with a beautiful
cake forming the centerpiece of the table. The honoree
receivd many lovly gifts.
The Music Department was hostess to the general
meeting of the Woman's Club on April 12. Active hos-
tesses were Mrs. William McDade, Mrs. Paul Hornbeak,
Mrs. Roper Fields, Mrs. M. W. Haws and Miss Ruth
Fields. Pages for the afternoon were Mrs. Frank Bead-
les and Mrs. Maxwell McDade. Mrs. Harry Bushart
presided at the register.
From Austin Springs: Friends extend congratula-
tions to Louise Rushing and Pete Chambers, who were
married the past week. Louise is the foster-daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson and is an employee of
Siegel Garment Company of Fulton. The groom was
reared in District 17 and just recently returned from
overseas. A long life of happiness is wished by their
many friends.
Nobel Smith of Joppa, Ill., and Vernon Bible of
Flat River, Mos., ex-Marines from 1st and 2nd Marine
Divisions, are spending the week end with Doyle C.
Frields, who was recently discharged.
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Down Fidelity way, and, as I so
found out a long time later, around a
Mammoth Cave, people knew prac-
tically nothing about a blue moon a
as a .neasure of some long but in- a
definite time. Most people who
read had seen the term, but they
du, not use it. So far as I can find
cut, blue moons were far more
numerous to the north of us. In our
latitude a coon's age is wide.
spread, a sort of standard mea-
surement. If you don't understand
it, so what? Who understands a
Lluc moon?
11H longer I study folklore, the
more I enjoy these efforts to indi-
cube time or space or distance or
hi)x.. If a representative of the folk
'Should suddenly come up with ex-
act dates and measurements, I
would doubt his genuineness, no
matter how many character wit-
nesses he might produce.
!low fur is a "fur piece"?
floss can you adjust a "little
piece" with any of the tables of
weights and measures in the
arithmetic? And just where does a
"little piece" start becoming a
"right smart piece"? When does
a boy become a "pretty good-sized
boy"? Just how tall does he have
to be? How much does he weigh?
How old is he? What sort of shoes
does he wear?
On several occasions, back at Fi-
delity and long since, I have made
soma long journeys that were sup-
posed to be a "little ways." About
1905 my sister and I started Mit
one Saturday morning to drive to
Puryear, Tennessee, to spend the
weekend with a cousin of ours.
There were plenty of roads, in fact,
I,, many of them. We had been
told before we started that the dis.
tanc was fifteen miles, a pretty
good Journey for Old Mag, our fam-
)iy nag, to take us. We must have
ne eight of the miles before we
found ourselves lost; there were
just too many roads, and turning
to the right or left did not get us
there, or even partly there, as we
thought We stopped at a house and
asked directions and got lots of
them and also discovered that we
were still ten or twelve miles from
our goal. Four or five miles later,
again bewildered, we asked again
and found out that we still had ten
miles to go. Fortunately, our last
direction-finder knew his directions
and his distances, and we finally
came in sight of our cousin's
house. Since we had no speedomet-
ers in those days. I will never
know how many miles we added
to the original fifteen. We some-
how cut off a lot of miles on the
way home, sometimes by flying
blind and trusting to luck.
In 1913, when my new wife and I
were going to visit her grandfather
on our way to Bowling Green, we
got off the train and were met by
a hired hand with a buggy and a
fast-stepping horse attached to it.
He had led as he came to the train
his own horse to ride back and di-
rect us. It seas pitch-dark as we
alighted from the train and began
our journey into the dark. My new
father-in-law had told me the dis-
tance was some three miles, but
he did not know that some of the
road had been rerouted since his
earlier days and that some of it
was temporarily shut off for re-
pairs. And so we journeyed
through the darkness, with a sha-
dowy form on horseback in front,
now along fairly open country, and
then through woods so deep that
we had to trust the horse to bring
us out. I always will believe that
the crooked road wound some
seven or eight miles before we
finally found the ancestral house.
Maybe by daylight it would have
seemed much shorter, but a "fur
piece" can become even "forcer"
when there is no light.
Not too many years ago I started
with a carload of people to the fun-
eral of a friend of the family.
Again there were too many roads,
not one of them marked. "Turn
left at the store" was the direction
given my by one who knew. But
which store?
Stores seemed to sprout up
everywhere, and most of them had
a road that turned just there. And
we took everyone of them, in that
county and the "nigh side" of the
neighboring county and finally ar-
rived after the funeral was over.
I have recently gone over the
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A BLUE MOON correct road again, for I know it
now like a familiar path in the
'cods, but until it was marked with
number, I am afraid that I would
ix) guilty of directing people to turn
t the store and keep going. Who
I Fidelity had ever heard of no
many miles and tenths of miles
anyway?
OUR CHRISTIAN —
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sent to SOV let Bloc nations in 1963
and 1964 were used for the manu-
facturing of synthetic ethyl alcohol.
a key ingredient in rocket fuel
propellants. The wheat which has
been shipped to Soviet Russia has
been reshipped to Cuba and is free-
ing money for strategic goods
which otherwise the Communists
would have used for the purchases
of food It IS hypocrisy and highly
misleading to contend otherwise in
order to justify trade with the
Communists.
The argument has been advanc-
ed that this will loosen the chains
of Soviet control and bring greater
freedom and hope to people in
Communist countries. If this be
true, it would be a powerful moral
incentive to engage in trade. The
truth is, however, it has not ad-
vanced freedom . . it has streng-
thened the Soviet slave system on
the people who were anti-Commun-
ist. Proof of this fact can be found
in a study submitted recently to
the Senate Internal Security Com-
mittee by a foreign news corres-
pondent, Hal Lehrman, called,
"Rebellion in Russia's Europe;
Fact and Fiction." Our State De-
partment has justified aid to Ro-
mania and Yugoslavia on the
grounds that it nurtures independ-
ence from Moscow. The Lehrman
study points out that the concept
of "independent satellites" did not
originate in the captive nations,
but was part of the Soviet dogma
announced by Khruschev. Strange
to say, the commissars who are
guiding this co-called "independ-
ence" are the hard core Russian-
oriented . commissars from way
back. The aid which we provided
to Poland after 1956 has broken
down their spirit of resistance to
Communism, "because the United
States seems to be on the Com-
munist side, so why fight it?" In
Yugoslavia, we have the same
story. Our aid has helped Marshall
Tito achieve prestige to destroy the
patriotic feelings and the anti-
Communist spirit of the Yugoslav-
ian people.
The crowning hypocrisy, how-
ever is this - up until recently, aid
to Eastern Europe was justified in
terms of making the satellites in-
dependent of Moscow. Now this
year Moscow itself is included with
the satellites for strategic trade.
Apparently, now we are going to
make the Soviets independent from
the Chinese. This approaches the
point of absurdity.
If anyone is in doubt about the
moral issue in this Communist
trade, all he would need to do
would be to take a close look at
the men and materials coming
down the Ho Chi Minh trail to use
against the American troops. What
possible benefit can there be for
freedom, for the American people,
for the people in Communist
countries when these imports of
strategic goods from America
serve only to strengthen the world
Communist apparatus for further
infiltration, intrigue and encircle-
ment of the Western Hemisphere,
as well as ViefNam?
The Texas Farm Bureau recent-
ly offered this solution on Ameri-
can trade and agricultural pro-
ducts:
"We strongly recommend that
the Executive Branch of our Gov-
ernment enforce the law as pass-
ed by Congress that we shall not
subsidize, export, sell, or make
available any agrciultural com-
modity to any nations other than
friendly nations . . ."
We believe this is a correct
position and the only justifiable
position in the light of Soviet world
policy. We should never forget a
poem by Rudyard Kipling:
BEWARE THE PEACE OF THE
BEAR
"When he shows as seeking
quarter,
With paws like hands in prayer
That is the time of peril . . .
The time of the truce of the
bear." . Kipling (1838)
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation (A Years
ra • Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Phone 472-1114, Greenfield, Toga, Phone 235-2293
Nineteenth In A Series
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. Leon Penick, Pastor
WATER VALLEY BAPTIST CHURCH WATER VALLEY, KY.
The Water Valley Baptist Church was organized in the year
1868. For almost a century it has stood for and earnestly "con-
tended for the faith once delivered unto the saints".
The church now worships in a building located on highway
1283 just one block west of highway 45. The building was former-
ly located near the I. C. railroad tracks just north of where the
Bank of Water Valley and the U. S. Post Office now stand.
The oldest living members of the church are two brothers,
Vodie and Edd Rhodes and their sister, Mrs. Attic Morgan, all
of Water Valley. Mrs. Morgan united with the church and was
baptized in 1896. Though she and her brothers are well up In
years, they all attend church services faithfully.
Sunday School and preaching services are conducted by the
church each Sunday morning and preaching services are held
each Sunday evening. Each Wednesday evening is given to prayer
and Bible study. The church provides a place for every member
of the family, regardless of age. The congregation is made up of
people of all ages.
The Water Valley Church is known particularly for its sound-
ness in Bible doctrine. It is also recognized for its good choral
and congregational singing.
The present pastor, Reverend Leon Penick, is a native of
Martin, Tennessee. He came to Water Valley the last of November
1965 from an eight year pastorate with the Fairview Baptist
Church, Paris, Tennessee. However, a Kentucky pastorate is not
new to Brother Penick. He served as pastor of the Cuba Baptist
Church, also in Graves County, in 1955-56 and 57.
This pastor and church sincerely invite you to attend our ser-
vices; worship and study with us, and to pray for us as we en-
deavor to lift up Him who said, "If I be lifted up I will draw all
men to me".
SECHEDULE of SERVICES
Sunday Wednesday
Sunday School — 10:00 a. m. Prayer Services — 7:30 p. in.
Worship — 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship -7:00 p. m.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 432-3151
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescrlittioo Drug Pere
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4721303
Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
1‘,.. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILS COMPANY
At tha store er at your door
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn,
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hickman - Fulton COs. R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman. KY.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton end South Futhsn
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our beads your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 238-2855
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lino Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-10116
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm It note Insurance
Farmer's Liability C ge
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-1351
Hornbeak Funeral Home
oxyg....quipp•d ambulance -
302 Care St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 478-1311
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rama!! Store"
L•k• Street Will 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Peed
Frivolo dining for 250
Rollos Shaw, Fulton City M nicter , inspects the final details of tise new Memorial Fountain now being in- •••••
in the Fattoes City Park. Dedication services are presently set for Sunday, April 21 at 2:30 p. m. fountain To Be
Dedicated Sunday
Honor Flight Honors Local Soldier
Two members of vc,, news staff lunched with this impressive group of servicemen at the Derby on Fri-
day. The honor flight from the Blytheville, Arkansas Air Force base had corne to Fulton to perform mill.
fury honors at the funeral of Test, Set. Herbert BraJy. Mernk,s of this group • two from each squadron
on the base • are selected according to high standards oF performance and grooming. Included in this group
was a local representative, A3C Jimmie Henson, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Henson of near Mayfield.
Pans for the iiedIcation of the
Memorial Fountain. now being in-
stalled in the Fulton City Park.
were released to the News today.
The simple service will be held
in the City Park. Sunday afternoon,
April 24 at 2:30 p m., with Harold
Henderson acting as Master of
Ceremonies. Mayor Gilbert De-
Myer will represent the City of
Fulton, and Dr. Robert Peterson
will represent the Fulton Lions
Club.
This Fountain is being dedicated
to the memory of Smith Atkins, a
former Fulton business man, who
was serving as Mayor at the time
that the Lions Club purchased the
land for the' CityPark from the
Fulton City Board of Education.
The Fountain is centered on a
raised terrace paved with con-
crete. There are three basins, each
a little smaller than the one below
and surmounted by a figurine. Al-
though some shrubs have already
been set out, the landscaping is
not yet completed. The wreath and
other flowers are a contribution by
Fulton florists. The completed pro-
jet is expected to add much to
the beauty of our Park.
The Lions of Fulton extend a
cordial invitation to all interested
persons to attend this service of
dedication on Sunday.
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "llappy Birthday' to the fol-
lowing friends:
April 22: Jamie Dougherty;
April 23: Gary Wayne Isbell, John-
ny Jones; April 24: Vera McAlis-
ter, Ronnie Burrow, Roy Mac
Reams. Johnny Woodruff; April
25: Gilbert Bowlin, Kenneth
Brooks, Charlene Hodges, Dave
Peterson, Paula Whitlock;
April 26: Mrs. Charles Fields,
Thomas Hopkins. Ray Wright;
April 27: Gwen Browder. Jamie
Sue Hicks, Judy Neely; April 76:
Judith Vields, Shelly N. Valentine.
The Paris District Susannas met
at the Methodist parsonage in
Gleason. Tenn., on Thursday, April
14, for their regular monthly meet-
ing.
The business meeting was called
to order by the district president,
Frances Barnes ,and the devotion-
al was ellen by Anna McAdoo. An
interesting program was given by
Opal Underwood, "Journey
Through A Good Book."
Following the program a lovely
luncheon was served, with Joyce
Farnsworth as hostess. Assisting
her as co-hostesses were Betty
White, Ann Gardner, Ruby Kautz.
Amelia McLeod and Aliene Brink-
ley.
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72
of the American Legion and the
Auxiliary will meet in the post
home at 6.30 p. m., next Monday,
April 25.
Following a poiluels dinner,
separate meetings will be held by
the Post and the Auxiliary-. Mrs.
Joe Holland, chairman of the Child
Welfare and Foreign Relations
Committee, w:II be in charge of
the program.
Hostesses for the dinner will be
Mrs. Curtis Wilson and Mrs. Alfred
Milstead.
CONGRATULATIONSI
Christina Meadows. a former
resident of Fulton and granddau.
ghter of Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards,
was recently initiated into Alpha
Psi Omega, the largest nattonal
honorary dramatics fraternity,
and elected business manager of
Zeta Epsilon Cast. She is also
sweetheart of Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity at Delta State College,
Llbseland, Miss., where she is a
junior in secondary education,
majoring in speech and English.
CITY 'MANAGED' SINCE MOS
STAUN"TON, Va. — This was the
first city to appoint a professional
administrator. Staunton's manager
plan goes back to 1908.
New Housing Projects Are Being Filled
The Public Housing Project of
Fulton. Ky.. was started in 1959
under the auspices of the Fulton
City Council, who appointed a
Housing Commission to negotiate
with the Public Housing Adminis-
tration for fifty low rent housing
units in the City of Fulton. After
a slow start, the project really got
under way two years ago, and con-
tracts were let in 1965 for the
ccmstruction of fifty units in Ful-
ton. These were built on three
sites: Westwood. consisting of 25
units: Eastwood, consisting of 10
units and Oak Heights with 10
units. The contract was awarded
to McAdoo Builders Supply in
January 1965 for fifty units at a
cost of $528.750.00. The estimated
cost of the project was approxi-
mately 5657.000.00. but due to the
low bid on the construction of the
project the total cost has run
slightly lower than the original
estimate.
Actual construction was begun on
March I, 1965 and the final ac-
ceptance was made by the Fulton
Housing Commission and the Pub-
lic Housing Authority on January
13, 1966. Prior to that time appli.
cations were being accepted at the
temporary office on Commercial
Avenue, and a few days after Jan-
uary 13, the Fulton Housing Com-
mission began the task of assign-
ing the tenants to the project. Se-
lection of the tenants was baSed on
the housing score, the inettme of
the applicant, the number in the
family, and the need for ffenesing.
According to Executive Director
Richard Myatt, all the units-have
been filled at this time and most
of the tenants have already moved
in. Business men of Fulton have
noted an increase in their business
as a result of this project, and it
has definitely added to the beauty
of Fulton.
An Open House was held at the
l'roject in February. with about
1,000 persons in attendance. Local
merchants furnished three of the
units: a one-bedroom, a two-bed-
room and a three-bedroom unit,
which were open for inspection.
Graham Furniture Company furn-
ished the one-bedroom unit, Wade
Furniture Company furnished the
two-bedroom unit and Bennett
Electric Company furnished the
three-bedroom unit.
The members of the present
Fulton. Kentucky Housing Com-
mission are: James Green, Chair-
man; Elinor Huddleston, Vice
Chairman; Lorene Harding, Com-
missioner; Mayor Gilbert DeMyer,
Commissioner; Lonnie Roper,
Commissioner; Richard Myatt, Ex-
ecutive Director and Edna Belew,
Seeretary. Office of the Commis-
sion is located at 609 College
Street, Fulton.
Speaking for the Commission,
Director Myatt extended an invi-
tation to all residents of the area
to visit the sites to learn first hand
the improvement that has been
made in the City of Fulton.
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Carl Johnsons Plan 50th
Anniversary Celebration
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Johnson, of Water Valley Route
1, will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
Sunday. May 1. An open' house will be held at their
home during the afternoon between two and five
o'clock. Friends and relatives are invited to attend.
The couple was married in Ful-
ton on April 30, 1916. with Squire
R. T. Milner performing the cere-
mony. Johnnie Willey of Fulton
and Miss Clelia Herron of Water
Valley. now Mts. George Neeley
of Louisville, seri ed as the wed-
ding attendants
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson have
lived in Hickman County most of
the,r lives, having moved to -the
ccut ty in 1918 and to their present
bomx in 1920.
Mrs. Johnson is the daughter of
the late Robert D. and Elizabeth
Bump's Willis. Mr. Johnson, a re
tired farmer, is the son of the late
James Alfred and Jenuma Seas
Johnson.
The Johnsons are the parents of
a daughter, Mrs. Bobby Rhodes
(Betty Jean) of Water Valley
Route t. They have two grand-
children, Melody and Barry
Rhodes.
Live it up in top luxury as you enjoy
[VC() COrlifOrt and comenience
Beautiful ham,, suites and eilkicnocs all with
tree television, telephones. air-conditioned.
Swimming Pool set in exotic landscaped
gardens. Excellent Coffee Shop. Cocktail Lounge.
Complete Hotel Scryiee. Free Parking,
Summer Rates: April 20th to December 191h
Winter Rates: December 20th to April 19th
‘Vrity, Wire or Phone le Betenations
SYS0
Dime: PLaxa 7-4561
Teletype: 098-3-100
7301 BISCAYNE BLVD.
U.S. I)
INSPECTION PERIOD
FOR THE PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSMENT ROLL
The Fulton County property tax roll will be
open for inspection from May 2 through May 6.
Any taxpayer may inspect the tax books to check
his own assessment and compare it with others in
This is the assessment on which school, coun-
ty, and state taxes will be due on September 15,
1966.
The tax books are in the office of the county
tax commissioner in the county courthouse and
may be inspected between the hours of 8 a. m. and
4 p. m.
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ARRIVE IN QUITO: Th• 30 members of to. Banana F•stiv•I Goodwill tour stepped off this 4-motored
Ecu•torian• Airlines plane Wednesday morning, •f ter a thrilling ride through pictures*e v•Ileys and
snow-c•pped mountain peeks of Northern Ecuador. Much to the surprise and delight of everybody, tem-
peratur• at the Ecuatorl was cool and pleasant, due to the high altitude.
REPRESENTATIVES OF THREE STATES: Mercer Lee Pric• (left) renresenting the Governor of Floridc
Torn Hensley, representing Governor Clement of Tennessee and Fi•ld McChesney, representing Gov.
Breathitt of Kentucky, brought the "official" greetings wise  the tour wont. H•re they stand before
the new legislativ• building in downtown Quito.
Doubts take- Photographer catches Dub Burnett. In the act of snapping
downtown Quito street.
Ruth Ann and Mary Jo. Some is
The Thursday morning tour of Quito included a motor ride up for • breathtaking view of the city. Ruth
Ann Burnett* (left) Princess Vicki Hurd (center) and Mary Jo Westphisling (right) pose with Iwo members
of the Ecuadorian Tours, who acted as guides to th• places of interest.
(Continued from Page One)
good will between our hemis-
pheres."
We were ushered into the office
of President Yerovi by a cabinet
member. President Yerovi's office
is handsomely and elegantly fur-
nished in the superb taste of the
distinguished Latin-Americans. We
formed a semi-circle around his
desk and I was introduced as the
president of the Festival by Cecil
Taran, president of the Ecuadorian
Tourist Commission.
Before I left Fulton I had written
a warm and sincere speech that
Jose Otano had translated for me
into Spanish. I practice the speech
with almost everybody who could
help me with the pronunciations.
Well, when I started making the
speech and noticed that I was sur-
rounded by learned Ecuadoreans,
whose Spanish is flawless. I skip-
ped half of what I had written. In
the speech, I apologized for my
faulty Spanish, and this was the
occasion for President Yerovi to
reply to my talk by saying, "I ac-
cept your apology for your faulty
Spanish, but I commend you for
your courage . . . my English is
poor, so poor that I won't even
attempt to do what you have
done." So he spoke to us in Span-
ish, with his remarks being trans-
lated as he finished a thought.
In substance, President Yerovi
told us of his close ties with
America. He said that he has a son
in Texas and a son-in-law in Wy-
oming. He accepted our invitation
to the Festival with enthusiasm
and said that he will make eevry
effort to attend, not only to pay
his personal respects to our com-
munity for what we are doing, but
because he wants to make it a
"family get-together" as well.
President Yerovi went on to say
that he hopes the United States
government, especially the diplo-
matic crops, is appreciative of our
efforts and that he shall be an
ambassador of public relations for
our Festival for years to come.
If you at home would care to
contemplate the significance of
our visit with any similar one in
the United States, then consider
going to the White House for an
official recognition by President
Johnson.
Following our visit at the -Presi-
dential Palace, which incidentally
is too magnificent to describe, we
walked along the streets of down-
town Quito, where many of the
working people were going home
from their work and where, the
street vendors, the bystanders on
the streets and the simply curious,
extended their hands and their
smiles in warm greetings.
All of us have commented so
many times that the people here
are friendly, more friendly than
you can imagine . . . with every-
body, store-keepers, maids, taxi
drivers and just everybody smiling
at us and quietly saying Buenos
dies . . . the Ecuadorians have
taken our hearts, and they have
found an even more special place
in ours than ever before.
One of the most impressive and
perhaps sentimental occasions of
our visit thus far was the walk
into the hotel after our presidential
visit to find ten of our Amigos,
who were at the festival last year,
waiting to greet us in the lobby.
There were four girls and six boys
in the group. The greeting was so
warm and so sincere that every-
body in the lobby, including the
hotel personnel, paused to share
the happy occasion with us. It is
no exaggeration to say that there
were tears of happiness in every
eye in the hotel.
We have planned a party for our
Amigos in the hotel Saturday af-
ternoon. I will tell you the names
of the Amigos who greeted us
when I return.
The weather here is great. It
seems to change to fit our moods.
In the morning it is cool, 70 de-
grees or so, at mid-day it is like
August and the evenings are simp-
ly heavenly, just right for a light
wrap and light-weight clothing.
Monday night most of us chose
our own diversion. Paul and Gid
went to the Rotary Club to make
up their attendance and there en-
countered Dr. Ballesteros (Pa-
tricia's father), who invited a few
of us to a party Saturday night at
the Golf and Tennis Club. It's a
good thing we brought along some
formal wear, for we have certainly
had occasion to wear it.
Others went out to dinner at
some of the unusual places. Some
of us went to the Hotel Colon, a
"must" restaurant in Quito, where
German and Latin-American food
is served along with American
food. Later, a lot of us congregated
at the Casino here at the Hotel
Quito to hear some fine, oh, such
'me Latin-American music.
This morning (Thursday) we set
out in two busses to get a view of
Quito and environs. The experi-
ence is just too fabulous to write
here because I do not have the
time to do it justice. We didn't get
back to the hotel until almost one
o'clock, so I took time away from
the group to write this travelogue
to you.
Tonight we are going to a cock-
tail party at the residence of the
American Embassy. It is a distinct
honor to be invited to the residence,
for we are told this is only done
for visiting diplomats of the high.
est order. I am sure Ambassador
and Mrs. Coerr requested this,
since they had planned to do the
honors themselves.
As thought it isn't enough thit
the entire city has opened its doors
and its hearts to us, individuals
have gone even beyond that. A
huge basket of flowers was sent to
my room with the compliments of
the Ecuadorean government.
With the flowers a bell-boy
brought a wire from Carl Oeder,
of Standard Fruit Company's office
in Guayaquil. The wire welcomed
us to Ecuador, extended an offer
of any assistance they could give
us and then invited us to a party in
Guayaquil Monday night, which
should serve as a going-away party
for us. Again I say it's sinply un-
believable, the reception we are
receiving here.
There is so much more to say,
even for the short time we have
been here, but I must close for now
and get ready for the Embassy
party. I want to look my best, so
you know that takes a long time
to work at.
We have certainly enjoyed hear-
ing dear ol Wick Smith's voice
here, coming to us via short-wave
radio. Colonel Andrews, of the
U. S. Army mission, has been
marvelous in his cooperation to get
Wick in touch with us.
Tomorrow we leave for Santo
Domingo to the Colorado Indian
country. We have gotten a sneak
preview of the way the agrarian
natives live and I can hardly wait
to go. We will spend the night in
Santo Domingo and return to
Quito after breakfast. It is a three
hour drive to and from.
Saturday night the Minister of
Agriculture of Ecuador and the
Ecuadorean Tourist Commission
have invited us to a party which
will feature folkloric dances. I
hope to "book" these people for
the Festival, just as I have made
arrangements with a group here in
Quito to bring the most fantastic
art exhibit in South America. It
will be shown, side by side if space
permits, with the Purchase Prize
Collection of Ashland Oil Com-
pany and the Courier-Journal
"Haynie-Harm" exhibit.
Native crafts, wood-work and
other primitive creations of Latin-
America will also be on exhibit at
the Festival, which should have as
many visitors, ten times over, as
we've had in all the other years
combined.
Sunday night Patricia Ballesteros
and her wonderful parents are en-
tertaining for us at their home.
Louise Killebrew is a house-guest
of the Ballesteros.
Part of the Fulton group left
Miami by train Wednesday morn-
ing and will arrive in Fulton
Thursday morning on the City of
Miami, scheduled to arrive at
9:41.
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feeling pangs of sadness, for we
will depart for Guayaquil, where
we will visit the banana planta-
tions, the new harbor, some ship-
loading operations and the inter-
esting sights of that historic
mountain country. That night we
will be the guests of Standard Fruit
and Steamship Company for the
party mentioned above.
Tuesday we will depart for Mi-
ami, for a stop in Quito to pick up
Louise, if she doesn't decide to go
to Guayaquil with u:.
I am going downstairs now for a
press conference . . . with the
local communications media. 11
folks . in Washington could only
understand what we are trying to
do, as the Ecuadoreans are cer-
tainly showing us that they under-
stand, I can say that this great
hemisphere would soon be trans-
formed.
Everybody on the trip sends
their best regards to all their
friends and to their families. We
all miss all of you . . . but I'd
just like to say in closing to those
of you who "thought about taking
the trip, but didn't" that you will
never, ever realize what a splendid
opportunity you missed for fun and
excitement ... and for internation-
al good will as well.
VII Commercial Phone IS
Arr.strom Inlaid Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—Dawns Cagpetirg
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
JAMES HAZEL WOOD
Vacation this year... exploring
KENTUCKY'S 40
STATE AND NATIONAL PARKS
Whatever your sport, whatever your hobby, Kentucky's state and
national parks offer you weeks of wonderful vacation. There's
My Old Kentucky Home, rich in tradition ... Pioneer Memorial with
its reconstructed frontier settlement ...John James Audubon State
Park, a natural sanctuary Mammoth Cave, famous throughout
the world ... parks on lakes for water sports, parks In mountains
for scenery, 12 complete state resort parks with the very finest
accommodations and every facility for fun. Arid it's all close to
home! This year, loin the nation ... In a Kentucky vacation.
Send for exciting vacation literature.
Travel Division, Public Iniormatiorr Department 0000
Capitol Annex Building, Frankfort, Ky, 40601
Please send me complete information on how to have the best
vacation ever at Kentucky's State Resort Parks.
Name 
Address 
City 
State  ZIP 
April is Millionth
Mustang Month at
Varden Ford Sales
We're celebrating by offering this
Millionth Mustang Special !!!
SPECIAL MUSTANG HARDTOP!
SPECIAL PRICE!
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT PACKAGE INCLUDE&
• Sporty accent stripe
• A sports console
• Wire-style wheel covers
• Whitewall tires
• Personal nameplate
• Chrome-finish air cleaner
• Choice of any Mustang color
PHONE — 472-1621 FULTON, KENTUCKY
Where Service Follows The Sale
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William Paxton
Is Chairman Of
Scout Dinner
William F. Paxton has accepted
the chairmanship of the Four
Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of
America Together Dinner to be
held at the Paducah Tilghman
High School Cafeteria, 6:30 P. M.,
Thursday, April 21, 1966.
The Together Plan is one of the
most vigorous efforts ever put
forth by any youth movement to
reach boys. It's a proven plan for
organizing a number of Packs,
Troops, and Explorer Posts at the
same time. It starts with the To-
gether Dinner and applies to units
organization all the values of a
concerted effort.
Mr. Paxton will preside at the
dinner meeting which will feature
a program full of enthusiasm and
Parts Fir All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Scouting spirit. His efforts will
provide every boy a chance to be-
come a Scout by drawing more
churches, schools, and civic clubs
into Scouting as sponsors of units.
Letters have already been mail-
ed the heads of many churches,
schools, and various other organi-
zations who have expressed an in-
terest in using the Scouting pro-
gram in their institution. The To-
gether Plan is now being used suc-
cessfully throughout the country.
A large number of men have
been recruited to serve as organ-
izers. Each church, school, civic
organization or business group ,
will be assigned an organizer who t
will work with that institution un-
lit the Scout unit is organized.
All heads of the invited Prospec-
tive sponsors along with three
other members of their institution
will be guests of the Four Rivers
Council for a steak dinner served
by the West Kentucky Vocational
School at the dinner on April 21st.
Dr. Will I. Sessions, Pastor of
the First Christian Church, Owens-
boro, Kentucky, will be the main
speaker. He is one of the founders
of the "God and Country" Church
award for Protestant boys in
Scouting. Dr. Sessions is an ardent
Scouter and a dynamic speaker.
After hearing Dr. Sessions' ad-
dress, all prospective institutions
will be given the opportunity to
express their desire to sponsor onE
or more Scout units.
PUREBRED ANGUS SALE
Third annual sale -- Outstanding values
Cattle prices are on the up-
swing. Put those idle acres to
work. Start your new herd
with proven breeding. Upgrade
your present herd with the
blood of the greatest bulls in
the Angus breed.
10 Bulls, 75 Cows. All fully guaranteed.
Remember the date: APRIL 28, 1966
Catalogs mailed on request
T. R. COLE AND SONS,
PASCOLA, MISSOURI
Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try, isn't it?
6 years old.
90 MOOR
485„ $155ec
Kentucky Stought Bourbon. % Proof *100 Proof Bottlea-IA•Bon4.
Yellou stone DtetIllery Co LcousvIlle, Kentucky.
Need Moneg for Better Living?
-1GET IT
from your PCA1
Planning to remodellsour home...need new furniture err
appliances? Check the advantages of a PCA loan:
Low Inforest... rates are reasonable and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used. Repayment can by
arranged when you sell crops or livestock.
Friondly Service_ PCA loans are made locally by moo
who know agriculture.. who are anxious to help yon.
Ownorship...PCA is owned by the people who use IN
services.., your loan makes you a member-owner.
More than a half-million farmers and ranchers now use
loans from their PCA. Stop in, get the details.
PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky
SAPPINESS IS A HEARTY BREAKFAST
Happiness is many things to many people, but everyone is hap-
pier when they start the day off right with a hearty breakfast.
The United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries has just released a unique recipe booklet entitled
Top 0' The Mornin' that features 21 bright new breakfast ideas
with fish and shellfish. You can receive a copy of this attractive full. 
colorbooklet by sending 25c to the Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.
Here's one hearty _breakfast idea from the booklet that's fixed
In a jiffy. Jiffy Fillets can be prepared using any available fresh or
frozen fish fillets found at the supermarket seafood counter. The
fillets are brushed with a zippy lemon juice and oil mixture, then
sprinkled with paprika for brownness and broiled in the oven
until tender.
When you set out a plate of these golden fish fillets for breakfast,
the whole day will seem brighter. In fact you'll have to contain
yourself or you'll be serving fish for every meal
Jiffy Fillets
2 pounas rocornsh fillets or
other fish fillets, fresh
Or frozen
IA cup meltea fat or oil
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon salt
Dash white pepper
Paprika
Thaw frozen fillets. Cut into serving-slze portions. Coettine fat,
lemon juice, salt, and pepper. Place fish, skin side up, on is well-
greased broiler pan and brush with fat. Sprinkle with paprika.
Broil about 3 inches from source of heat for 4 to 5 minutes. Turn
carefully and brush with remaining fat. Sprinkle with paprika.
Broil 4 to 5 minutes longer or until fish flakes easily when tested
with a fork. Serves 6.
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GARDENING TIME . .. JUST
AROUND THE CORNER
"Gardening time . . words
that sound of spring Farm and
city fc'ic alike are delighted at the
thought of fresh vegetables, whe-
ther they be in advertisements or
just sidewalk talk. This is one type
of gossip in which many People en-
gage when the time comes to pre-
pare the soil and make the rounds
for garden seed, bulbs and the like.
Most every lover of the soil wants
a garden and this is the kind of
planning that pays off in many
ways. DOWN ON THE FARM, of
course, the job of planning and
making a top producing garden is
ery serious business. The success-
ful garden contributes much to the
economy of the farm as well as to
beautify the surroundings.
Much advice is available on how
to grow a garden and just when
each variety is to be planted and
each plant set in the ground. Some
experienced gardeners need some
of this information while many 'ole
timers' know it by heart. It is just
a part of their living.
Regardless of the experience
you may have as a gardner, there
is one well established fact that
everyone must remember. That
is-it is highly important to get
started early as possible in order
to have a successful garden
throughout the year. This month
and next are the most important.
When started early, you are one
step ahead of the insects and di-
seases, and too, weeds are much
easier controlled in the early
spring.
Suggested planting dates can be
secured from your County Agri-
cultural Extension Agent, from the
dealer that handles seed, or from
well established seed catalogues.
Best success is always obtained
when improved varieties are used.
There are many kinds of pesti-
cides. insecticides, weed killers
and the like, now on the market to
assist you in making your garden
more productive. Be sure to follow
the instructions on the label of the
product used, as to application and
use of the food products after the
material has been applied. You
cannot be too careful in the use of
dust or spray, because anything
that will kill an insect on contact
will be harmful to the body and
especially children. Keep these
supplies locked or out of reach of
children.
Remember, the best gardens are
culitvated before the seeds are
planted.
When the grass looks greener on
the other side of the fence, it may
be that they take better care of it.
Subscribe To The News
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Wandering
7 --of Liberty
13.0f four
equal sides
14.-Crowd
15. Roll in
waves
HI. Builder
17, Ventilates
18. Before:
prefix
19. Possess
20. Anger
21. Desist
23. Permit
21. Epistle
26. Put
28. Nova Scotia:
abbr.
29. Grasssquare
30. Groove
32. Exclamation
34. Affirmative 44. Burden
36. Numbers 46. Be indebted
39. Insect 47. Morning:
41. Extra poet
43. Regret 48. Arouse
MOWN"
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____
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Answers on
Page 7
Don't Peek!
50. Whips 12. Herons
51. Vacation 18. Age
place 18. By
52. Sleeveless 21. Yields
cloak 22. Weird
53. Visionary 25. Plaything
54. Not 27. Pull
employed 31. Gullets
32. On a ship
33. Need for
DOWN food
1. Attack 35. Uneven
2. Country 36. Before
gentleman 37. Shelled
3. Small reptile
towers 38. Perceived
4. Tatters 40. Appearance
5. Be 42, Reverence
6, You 45. Portico
7. Emphasis 47. Bill of fare
& Article 49 Give
9. Curved part weapons
10. All 50. Prohibit
it. Not level 52. Greek letter
PIW1 MID
FOR SURGICAL-MEDICAL PROTECTION
ORION COITNTY
Joe Martial, Coasts AVM(
Union Clty, Tenn,
CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL ON
THE INCREASE IN ORION
COUNTY
From all indications we will
have a tremendous increase in the
use of chemical Herbicides to con-
trol grass and weeds in Obion
County this year on corn, cotton
and soybeans. The big increase
will be in the use of preemergence
herbicides since a large percentage
of the corn had had 2-4,0 applied
as a postemergence spray in past
years.
In every section of Obion County
last week we observed farmers
either installing on tractors. buy-
ing, or reworking preemerge out-
fits. The preemergence Chemical
Herbicides that we will recom•
mend this year include on corn -
Atrasine, Simazine. Atrazine mix-
ed with Locus, Diuron, and 2,4.1).
The recommended preemergence
for cotton include: C1PC, Diuron,
DCPA, Monuron, Norea Prome-
tryne, and Trifluralin. The Soy-
bean preemergence Chemicals in-
clude: Amiben, DCPA, DNB?,
Linuron, NPA plus (.'I'C. PCP, and
Trifluralin. Some new preemerg-
ence chemicals that look promis-
ing and will be tried by Mimi
County farmers this year include:
Ramrod on corn, and Cotoran and
Ramrod on cotton.
Just to give an idea of how wide-
ly chemical weed control is used
in Tennessee • last year 437,000
acres of cotton 14 preemerged
with chemical herbicides in Ten-
nessee.
PECAN TREE GRAFTING
A Pecan Tree Grafting School
will be held in Obion County next
week, Thursday, April 28, 10.00
a, m. on the M. T. Flippen Farm
near Shawtown and Hornbeak.
Mr. John Clark, Horticulturist,
from Jackson, will conduct the pe-
can grafting school. If you are in-
terested in pecan trees and have
from 1 to 100 pecan trees, why not
make your plans to attend the pe-
can grafting demonstration. Dur-
ing the meeting every person pre-
sent will have an opportunity to
actually graft several pecan trees.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
April 28 • Pecan Crafting Dem-
onstration - Shawtown
May 3 - Lamb Pool - Union City.
NEW STANDARDSI
Since last July. the Division of
Occupational Safety in the State
Department of Labor has adopted
four new industrial safety stand-
ards, dealing with woodworking,
construction operations, mechani-
cal-power transmission apparatus
and power presses.
New Beef Sale,
Show Planned
In Louisville
Plans have been announced for
a major new beef show and sale in
Louisville next year.
Kentucky Commissioner of Agri-
culture Wendell Butler said the
new Louisville Steer and Carcass
Show will be held March 6-9, 1967.
It will replace the old Bourbon
Beef Show, which was discontinued
last year. -
The show will be sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of Agri-
culture. Bourbon Stockyards, Lou-
isville meal-packing firms and the
University of Kentucky extension
service and division of agricultural
education Premiums offered will
total nearly 810,000, Butler said.
No important changes have
been made in collection with the
operation of the new show.
"It will be open to exhibitors
Irons anywhere in the world as
compared with restricted entries
for the Bourbon Show," Butler
Said.
"And, cattle will be shown in
age classes rather than in weight
categories as was previously pray-
ticed." •
Ile emphasizes that this would
put the accent on quality animals
and will allmv exhibitors outside of •
Kentucky to enter the v.mpetition
There will be both junior and
open divisions in the competition
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam!
Pecan Grafting
Demonstrations
To Be Held
Mr. W. D. Armstrong. Field
Agent in Horticulture, from the
Princeton Sub-experiment Station,
will be in the county next week for
pecan grafting demonstrations.
The schedule follows:
The Stone & Ledford plantation,
one mile west of Hickman on High-
way 94 at 990 a. m. on Monday,
April 25.
The second demonstration will
be held at the Union Presbyterian
Church four miles west of Fulton,
between highways 94 and the mid-
dle road at 9- 30 a. m. on Tuesday.
April 26th.
Everyone is invited to attend.
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar_tennas Instilled
flO?ER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 4724643
HYBRIDS
VERY POPULAR
WITH
YOUNG FARMERS
and older farmers are
rapidly switching to
these young, new
SPECIAL CROSSES:
EMBRO "COMPACT"
EMBRO 'PLOWBOY"
EMBRO 44XE
EMBRO X9 Singleerne
EMBRO X5 Singlecrose
(-7---HERE'S A TIP! This year, be aura to plant
EMBRO "COMPACT" - 3-way crow - Low ear
- strong stalk -Excellent pickeratieller Hybrid
- Drought resistant - Good yield, of Mill and
"High Energy" ensilage. Became our leader in Wes
In its 4th year on the market. That's a record! .
BROVIDL'R MILLING COMPANY
FULTON. ICY.
AVEVOStf'
,
FOR HOSPITAL PROTECTION 65
This Important Message .0 -
Is For Persons 65 Years of Age
And Over Who Are NOT
CROSY-111WL11/111 Members
If you are signed up
for Parts A and B
of Medicare, you
may apply for "Blue
Cross-Blue Shield
65," which "adds to
-but does not dup-
licate" - Medicare
benefits.
MAIL THIS
COUPON
TODAY FOR
INFORMATION
This Enrollment Period Is From
APRIL 15 To JUNE 1 ONLY . .
For Parsons Who Can Meet Hoolth
Itoquiromonts And Who Aro NOT
Bluo Cross-Bluo Shiold Mombors.
<L4,011
Members Will Receive Information By
Mail Or Through Their Groups And
Should NOT Mail This Coupon,
I SLUE CROSS and MN SHIELD
I 3101 Bardamwn Road
I Louisville, Kontutky 
40203
I Please moil me an application and information for "BLUE
CROSS-BLUE SHIELD 65," without obligation. I am a Kentuckian,
65 or over, and am signed for Ports "A" and "8" of Medicare.
I am not now a member of Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
I NAME 
I ADDRESS 
I CITY   STATE ZIP CODE 
NF-8-66
I/1111 r Lnit . . J- IN a. se v.., VIVONeirl 
in the new annual report although
they have been available and re-
leased In other form in the past.
They were incorporated in the
report, the department said, "in
the hope that it will make Ken-
tuckians more aware of, and more
interested iii, the work done" by
the judges in such cases.
The report reviewed activities of
the department's six divisions—
Accident Control, Administrative
Services, Boating, Driver Licens-
ing, Fire Prevention and State Po-
lice—and the Governor's Coordi-
nating Committee for Traffic Safe-
ty. The committee was formed to
lead the campaign against the loss
of lives and destruction in highway
accidents.
Such accidents killed 916 persona
in 1965, compared with 911 in 1964
and 765 in 1960.
The report noted there were 1,-
430,299 motor vehicles registered
in Kentucky in 1964, up 19 per cent
from 1960; 58,836 reported acci-
dents, up 45 per cent; 454 State
Police personnel, one more than
in 1960, and 1,390,000 licensed driv-
ers, up 1.2 per cent in the four
years.
The police force's total author-
ized strength now is about 495.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt's
budget, passed by the 1966 Legis-
lature, provides for 50 additional
State troopers during each of the
next two fiscal years, starting July
1.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph True and
Mr. and Mrs. Danny True arrivid
from St. Louis Friday night for a
weekend with parents and grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True, nearby this village. Their
visits here are always welcomed
by everyone.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
II a. m., also at the evening ser-
vice.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
children, Jacquline and David
Keith, left Saturday for their home
in Akron, Ohio, after spending
Easter holidays here with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter and
Mr. and Mrs. Mancel Wright,
Dresden Route.
Mrs. Joe Copeland is visiting
with children, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Copeland on Dresden Route. She is
up and around the house at this
time.
Lowell Copeland returned home
last week from the Baptist Hos-
pital in Memphis, after having un-
dergone lung surgery, and is now
convalescing near her. We hope he
convalescing near here. We hope he
out again.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill the
pulpit at Knob Creek Church of
Christ next Sunday at 11 a.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of
Martin, were Friday night dinner
guests of parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter; so was the David
Lassiter family.
Henry Copeland is able to be out
again, after being laid up the past
winter with a broken hip. All
friends will be glad to know that
he is now out again some.
Q—My father died as a result of
service-connected disabilities in
World War It, making me eligible
for schooling under the War
Orphans Educational Assistance
Act, May I pursue this education
at the U. S. Military Academy?
A—No, not under the War
Orphans Act. However, since your
father's death resulted from a ser-
vice-connected disability you Can
apply to the President for special
appointment to the Academy. The
Congress provided for Presidential
appointment of additional cadets
or midshipmen to the U. S. Mili-
tary Academy, the U. S. Naval
Academy, or the U. S. Air Force
Acaderhy from those sons of ser-
vicemen who were killed in, or
died later as a result of disabilities
incurred in service in World War
I, World War II, and the Korean
Conflict. Your selection will be in
order of merit among other War
Orphan applicantp as established
by a competitive mental examina-
tion and a physical examination.
Q.--I am 29 years of age and
have recently accepted a job in an-
other city. Should my Selective
Service local board be informed of
this?
A.—Yes. A registrant has a con-
tinuing obligation to keep his local
board informed of all changes of
address, changes in physical con-
dition and change in family status.
am 18 12 years old and ex-
pect to graduate from high school
in June. My question is, will I be
drafted before graduation?
A.—No. If you are satisfactorily
pursuing a full time course of in-
struction in high school or a simi-
lar institution and have not attain-
ed your 20th birthday, you will be
retained in Class 1-S(H) which
should not prevent your gradua-
tion.
Q.—I have received an Order to
Report for Induction. Can I join the
National Guard?
A.—No. A registrant who has re-
ceived an Order to Report for In-
duction cannot enlist in the Nation-
al Guard or any component of the
reserve forces. This IS a recent
change and was based on a recom-
mendation from the Defense De-
partment.
You'll Say they're delictoosi
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lek* Street Frahm- Sy.
1011 :ova
'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
'FARMER'S umNarry COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
OPPICII PHONE 472-1351 206 MAIN STI
Mans Suits tk
Ladies plain drat-
ass 93e
Mms Trousors
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HAPPY DAY CLEANERS
201 W. State Line Phone 479-9074
CIRCUIT JUDGE Earl T Osborne of Benton will run for elec-
tion to the post of Judge of the Court of Appeals. In announc-
ing for the race, Osborne blasted the recent decision of the Ap-
pellate Court which requires all property to be assessed at IOU
per cent of its cash value.
Earl T. Osborne Announces
For Appellate Judgeship Race
Circuit Judge Earl T. Osborne
of Benton announced . 'that
he has filed his papers with the
Secretary of State for the office
of Judge of the Court of Appeals.
Osborne said the recent decision
of the Appellate Court requiring
all property to beAssessed at 100
per cent of Its cash value was
the chief factor in his determi-
nation to seek the post now held
by Judge Brady M. Stewart of
Paducah. Judge Stewart voted
with the other members of the
Court in favor of the full value
assessment. Osborne criticised
this decision saying the Court
Illegally usurped the legislative
powers and that the decision had
seriously injured the entire tax
structure of the state and de-
stroyed the people's confidence
in the Court.
Judge Osborne Is Circuit Judge
of the 42nd Judicial District
which includes Marshall, Callo-
way and Livingston Counties. He
was first elected ln 1957 and was,
at the time, one of the youngest
Circuit Judges ever elected in
the history of the State. He was
a pilot with the 9th Air Force
In World War II where he serv-
ed In the European Theater of
Operations, participating in nine
major battles and was decorated
twice with the Air Medal and
once with the Presidential Cita-
tion. He Is married to Helen
Cooper of Ballard County. They
have four children. The oldest,
Bill. Is an electrical engineering
student at the University of Ken-
tucky.
Don't Talk Back To Traffic Cop,
Chances 2 To 1 You'll Pay Fine
The odds are about two to one
that a person arrested or cited by
Kentucky State Police on a traffic-
violation charge will be convicted.
The 1966 annual report of the
Kentucky Department of Public
Safety showed 65 per cent of mo-
torists arrested or cited to court
by State Police during the period
from January to June 1965 were
convicted.
Of 45,669 persons against whom
charges were preferred, 26,711
were convicted. Other records just
completed, but not in time for in-
clusion in the report, showed the
65 per cent held true for all of
1965 with 58,129 convictions out of
97,339 charges.
In 1964, the annual report show-
ed 61,946 convictions in 100,486
cases, for a 67 per cent conviction
rate. That year, 12,338 cases were
dismissed, 18,118 filed away, 8,023
found to be outside the judges'
jurisdictions, with 61 miscellaneous
dispositions.
In the first six months of 1965
there were 6.515 dismissals, 8,127
cases filed away, 4,227 outside
Judges' jurisdictions and 29 other
dispositions.
The records for all judges handl-
ing State Police traffic charges
were published for the first time
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Better Bottle of Bourbon!
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Much farming has been done in
this area. The very fine rains last
week were badly needed.
Congratulations to Ed Wayne
Lamb, who received the "Green
Hand" award at the F. F. A. Fath-
er and Son banquet at Martin last
week. This award is given to the
freshman having the best record
in the class each year. He also re-
ceived the creed award.
Congratulations to Linda Nan-
ney, who was chosen as the
"Booster Club Princess' at South
Fulton for 1966-1967.
Congratulations to Larry Par-
rish, who has earned the honor of
being valedictorian. of the Martin
High School senior class. Each of
these young people has earned the
admiration of everyone in the com-
munity by the very fine records
they have achieved.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs was surprised
with a bountiful surprise birthday
dinner last Sunday, when, S0013 af-
ter returning from church, Mr.
and Mrs. Meschach Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. George Gardner, Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Gray and Bill arrived with
well-filled dinner baskets. Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, whom Mrs.
Gibbs expected for dinner, also
enjoyed this surprise. Mrs. Gibbs
has counted the Jones family
among her closest friends for
many years.
Harvey Vaughan was honored
with a belated birthday supper last
Saturday night, Due to illness in
this group, his birthday dinner
and birthday supper were about
three weeks apart. Those enjoy-
ing this occasion were Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Brundige, Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Ches Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Barber and Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan.
Mrs. Minnie Brann is a patient
at the Jones Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Durrell Terrell and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Terrell and chil-
dren attended service at the
hfitchie Primitive Baptist Church
last Sunday. Bro. McCutcheon, who
was the former pastor at Sandy
Branch, is the pastor there.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige,
from Nashville, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Brundige last Sunday.
Wayne Rhodes is a patient in
the Illinois Central Hospital in
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Melton
have bought a home in Martin and
expect to move there soon.
The regular meeting of the
Chestnut Glade Club will be in the
home of Mrs. Johny Hazelwood
Thursday, April 21, at 1 p. m.
Visitors are cordially welcomed.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
left last Monday for the racing
season. They took horses to Lex-
ington, Ky.
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Relaxation ... Hunting, Fishing..
Feels The Bite Of Tax Increases
A one-dollar increase in the
price of resident fishing and hunt-
ing licenses were among license
fees increased at a recent meet-
ing of the Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission.
The increases are effective next
year.
Resident fishing and hunting li-
censes will go up from $3.25 to
$4.25 each, but for the first time
Kentuckians may buy a combined
hunting and fishing license for
$7.50 annually.
Tne price of annual non-resident
fishing licenses was increased $2,
from $5.50 to $7 50 and the non-
resident hunting license was rais-
ed from 115.50 to $25 JO.
The commission also announced
these license fee increases:
A junior hunting license, avail-
able only to residents under 16,
will go up from $125 to $2.25. The
10-day non-resident fishing li-
cense was extended to 15 consecu-
tive days and the price raised
from $2.25 to $3.25.
A falconry permit for residents
at a cost of $2 was created by the
commission.
The need for increased revenue
Today's crop may be corn or
cotton, soybeans or sugar cane.
Tomorrow's may be automobile
tires, nylon or furniture, if the
land lies near the Illinois Central.
This railroad and Mid-America
make a team that industries like.
Where else can they find such
varied resources, combined with
the services of a strong north-
south, east-west railroad?
Each year we work with hun-
dreds of companies seeking loca-
tions for new plants. We furnish
"to take care of constantly mow
ing costs of the department (
Fish and Wildlife Resources)" w,
cited by the commission as tl
reason for the fee increases.
Part of the extra revenue w
be used to raise salaries of d
partment employees, especial
those of conservation officer .
Fish and Wildlife Resources Col
missioner Minor Clark said.
No immediate estimate w:
available as to how much additio
al revenue the license fee increa
es would bring in.
Clyde Hubbard, Louisville, pre:
dent of the League of Kentucl
Sportsmen, indicated the organic
lion would endorse the increase
He noted that 16 other states at
charge more for hunting and Its
ing licenses than Kentucky.
The commission also requested
fishing licensing reciprocity ogre
meat between Tennessee ar
Kentucky on the use of Barkli
Lake to conform with the prese.
law on Kentucky Lake.
BEER —A big boost to the economy!
The brewing industry each year contributes over
1.4 billion dollars in federal, state and local excise
taxes. Wages and salaries in the brewing industry
account for almost 500 million dollars, and the
purchase of packaging materials from other in-
dustries runs over 550 million. So next time you
enjoy a cool, refreshing brew after hard work or
play, remember—BEER is good in more ways
than one!
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC-
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 4 0222
detailed information about com-
munities everywhere along our
railroad. Often, we lend a hand
in confidential negotiations that
bring communities and com-
panies together.
If you're interested in locating
a new plant somewhere in Mid-
America, our Industrial Develop-
ment Department people have
many of the grass-roots f acts you'll
want. They will be glad to hear
from you.
WAYN1 A. JOHNSTON, President
FOR INFORMATION
V.I. 01 telephone
J. S. FROST
DII.10( 01
Industnel Deve100.011
135 East Eleventh Rae
Chstego, vu. 60606
312.923.41311
DEATHS
Mrs. Stella Ellis
Funeral services for Mrs. Stella
Ellis, 83, were held Tuesday after-
noon in Hornbeak Funeral chapel
with Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of
the First Methodist Church, of-
ficiating. Burial was in Eastside
Cemetery at Martin.
Mrs. Ellis died last Monday
morning at her home, 213 Fourth
Street in Fulton.
She was the daughter of the
late Neal B. and Janie Looney
Lovelace. She was a member of
the Spanish American War Auxili-
ary and for many years was em-
ployed by P. H. Weeks Store.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
A. B. Dunning of Jackson, Tenn.;
ane sister, Miss Corinne Lovelace
af Fulton; two grandsons, Jack
Dunning of Des Moines, Iowa, and
N. C. Ellis of Pittsburgh, Pa.; two
nieces, Mrs. Pete Green of Fulton
and Mrs. Martha Grugett of Cov-
ington, Tenn., and three nephews,
.2barles, Neal and William Looney,
all of Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Neal McAlister
Mrs Neal McAlister. of Water
Valley, died Sunday afternoon in
the Fuller-Morgan Hospital in
Mayfield.
Mrs. McAlister, 46, was the for-
mer Ellen Elizabeth Alexander,
daughter of Mrs. Nora Rose Alex-
Ander of Fulton and the late J. R.
klexander. She had made her
tome in Water Valley since her
marriage in 1937. She was a mem-
Jet of the Water Valley Baptist
:Murcia
In addition to her husband, she
•s survived by one daughter, Mrs.
David Holland of Water Valley;
:wo sons, Bobby McAlister of
Water Valley and Michael McAlis-
ter, with the Air Force in France;
and one sister, Mrs. Rebecca Bar-
ham of Union City.
Funeral services were held yes-
erday (Wednesday) afternoon in
the Water Valley Baptist Church
with Rev. Leon Penick and Rev.
Otis Shultz officiating. Burial was
in the Water Valley Cemetery.
David W. Pennell, Jr.
Funeral services will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at one
'clock in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel for Paul Wagner Pennell,
Jr., thirteen-day-old son of Paul
and Mary Elizabeth Mitchell Pen-
nell, who died in HiIlview Hospital
at 5 p. m., Tuesday, April 19.
Father Leonard Alvey will officiate
and burial will be in Walnut
Grove Cemetery.
In addition to his parents, sur-
vivors are the grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. M. Riley of Moscow
and Mr. and Mrs, Mike Mitchell
of Newfoundland; one brother,
Ricky, and four sisters, Debbie,
Paulette. Laura Jane and Tammy.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after ten o'clock Thursday
morning.
Mrs. Elizabeth Milner Mrs. Patricia Alderdice
Tommy Joe Council
Funeral services for Tommy Joe
Council, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Council of the Liberty community,
were held last Saturday in White-
Ranson Memorial Chapel in Union
City. Rev. Jimmy Pierce, pastor of
the Liberty Baptist Church, of-
ficiated and burial was in Onion
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Council, 31, died April 12,
from injuries sustained at the San
Diego Naval Base.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Nancy Insco Council, and three
sons, Donny, Terry and Ricky
Council.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thur-Fri. April, 21-22
Double Feature
Starts at 7:15
Kirk Douglas - Richard Harris
The Heroes Of Telemark
Then at 9:45
Jean Seberg-Honor Blackman
Moment To Moment
Sat. April, 23-66
Three Features
Starts at 7:15
Rory Calhoun - Ruta Lee
The Gun Hawk
and at 9:30
The World Of
Abbott and Costello
Then at 10:45
Flower Drum Song
Sun- Mon, April 24-25
Double Feature
Starts at 7:15
Elvis Presley-Julie Adams
Tickle Me
And at 9:30
Sandra Dee-Bobby Darin
That Funny Feeling
CLOSED TUES. • WED.
BATH SIZE Snow ,2 Soy Pt 60. 1S. a0x 500 1 Lb 00, Bo. 3.0.1 0.8.,PERSONAL SIZE DETERGENT
r
STRIKE IT RICH at A&P...WIN 4 $100000 IN CASH!
PaYAWARDS8PRIZES
IT'S FUN!-IT'S FREEI-IT'S EASYI-NO PURCHASE REQUIRED - PLAY IT LIKE BINGO
SIMPLY PICK-UP YOUR FREE COPY OF THE NEW AWARDS & PRIZES GAME CARD AT YOUR ALP FOOD STORE
P.ctured on your game card are 48 ASP Products. IC sir
every visit you TOC•iv• tin. concealed set of?
AWARDS S PRIZES game slips. Cos off the edges of
end, strip to reveal the pictures of 2 ASP Brand Pro.
ducts. Locate these products on your game card and
you re on your way to becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES
game wenn!,
When you 1111 o straight line of f products horlionrolly,
vertically or diogonalty on your game card, you ran a
cash prize op N 51000 00
Take your trum.ng slips 10 AP. Ainn they han• been
strwfred, you will reottve your prize from the manager.
ir ea, srmple as AO NOTE THE CENTER BLOCK OF
YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK 70 HELP YOU
NON.
CLIP
THESE
EXTRA
PRIZE
SLIPS
TO HELP
YOU WIN
k
Funeral services for Mrs Eliza-
beth Hornbeak Milner were held
Wednesday morning, April 20, in
Hornbeak Funeral chapel, with
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
First Methodist Church in Fulton,
officiating. Burial was in the
Hornbeak Cemetery in Hornbeak,
Tenn.
Mrs. Milner died in the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis last Sunday,
following an illness of about two
weeks. She was born in Hornbeak,
Tenn., the daughter of James Law-
son and Martha Jane Moultrie
Hornbeak. She was a member of
the First Methodist Church in Ful-
ton, where she had resided for
about 66 years.
Surviving are one son, James
Milner of Orlando, Fla.; two
granddaughters, Stella Fearn
Milner of Quito, Ecuador, and
Katie Milner of Lima, Peru; a
grandson, William M. Milner, stu-
dent at The Citadel, Charleston,
S. C.; a brother, Paul M. Horn-
beak and two sisters, Mrs. J. C.
Yates and Mrs. Farrar Bushart, all
of Fulton.
Mrs Patricia Alderdice died in
the Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital last Sunday afternoon, follow-
ing • long illness.
Mrs. Alderaice, 90, of Lynnville,
was the widow of William Alex-
ander Alderdice, a well-known
rural mail carrier. She was born
in Graves County, the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
Kesterson.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day afternoon in the Lynnville
Methodist Church, of which she
was a member, with Rev. Clovis
H. Kemp, of Puryear, Tenn., of-
ficiating. Interment was in High-
land Park Cemetery in Mayfield
Jackson Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. A. C. Conner
Funeral services for Mrs. A. C.
(Bob) Conner were held last Sat-
urday in White-Ranson Memorial
Chapel in Union City, with Lexie
Ray, minister of the Exchange
Street Church of Christ, officiat-
HOSPITkL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
April 20:
FULTON HOSPITAL —
Mrs. Leonard Brown, Mrs. J. H.
Maddox, Mrs. Shirley Dickerson,
Mrs. James F.. Lee, Norman Ter-
ry, Mrs. Ann Whitnel, Finis Ray
Mobbs, Fulton; Bishop Horton,
South Fulton; Howard Cox, Mrs.
Roy Bard, Route 1, Fulton; Cathy
McKinney, Soute 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Jim Gore, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs.
Billy Sims, Sharon; S. B. Petty,
ing. Burial WAS in Obion Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Conner died Thursday at
her home in Union City.
She Was the daughter of the late
Phelan M. and Ophelia Russell
Roberts, attended Fulton High
School and was married in Fulton.
In addition to her husband, she is
survived by one son, Jimmy Con-
ner of Union City, two grandchil-
dren, an aunt and an uncle.
Fancy Farm; Roy Cruce, Mrs.
Robert Johnson, Jim Rots, Mrs.
Ardelle Simpson, Cayce; Mrs.
Dentis McDaniel, Clois Kaler, Clin-
ton; Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Mrs. Jerry
Hatch, Vester Williams, Mrs.
Frank Lee, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs.
Larry Roberts and baby, Route 2,
Dukedom; Mrs. Fred Clare, Hick-
man; Mr. and Mrs. David Gargus,
Water Valley; Miss Eunice Mc-
Alister, Route 1, Water Valley;
Debbie Grissom, Route 2, Water
Valley; Mack Brown, Route 3,
Martin.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Frances Brooks, Mrs. L. D.
Wright, Teresa Perry, Mrs. Henry
Sams, Mrs. Nora Alexander, Mrs.
Harry Barber, Martha Olson, Mrs.
Beatrice Sheffer, Fulton; Mrs.
Steven Bonds, Sammie Wilson.
Bobby McKinney, South Fulton;
Mrs. Etta Jackson, Ernest How-
ard. Water Valley; Paul Hender-
son, Paul Bradley, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Robert Lee and baby, Duke-
dom; Thomas Osteen, McConnell;
Mrs. Hershel) Hicks, Pilot Oak,
Mrs. Charles Reeves, Mayfield;
Mary Vanover, Clinton; Lucille
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Britt, Wingo; Ralph Chalker,
Memphis.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Fulcher, Mrs. John
Shepherd, Mrs. Charles Parka, J. IV ANTENNAS: We Install —
D. Faulkner, Mrs. Nora Alexander, Peade-repair and move. Get our
Melissa Craig, Genita Murray, s. We service All makes TV.
Mrs. Hubert Boulton, Miss Willie ge:Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
Gene Simpson, Mrs. James Na-
bors, Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs. Joe FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
Peeples, Mrs. Charles Bowers, setae and electric floor polishes
Fulton; Jimmy Clapp, Dukedom; and electric vacuum cleaner. Rs.
Mrs. Otto Sharp, Hickman; T. E. mange rumiture 
Co.
Williams, Cayce.
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality
coin operated dispensers in this
area. No selling. To qualify you
must have car, references, $600 to
$1900 cash. Seven to twelve hours
weekly can net excellent monthly
income. More full time. For per-
sonal interview write P. 0. BOX
4185, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202.
Include phone number.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuurn Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ny.
Even Folks Who Aren't
Thrift-Minded Shop at AO!
Here's Why
People who aren't
thrift-minded lout*
be eared about,
That happens at
to everyone.
They like brand select/Mt
AaP has it
They like to shop in a
dependable store they can trust.
That's AaP.
They have a problem ... what to
do with the savings they make.
They just can't avoid it
Are these good reasons for
shopping AaP?
They're some of many!
OPPYINOW1 • INA WA IWO» OnAW1111• P.A10111.11.111411•111./...
White Beauty Shortening 31e.'. 59t
Stokely's lamas Knit 33$  
Our Own Tea 1.u. s.. 994
Barbecue Sauce "" "Wo.. Reed. 494
IMPERIAL
Margarine  - s/c Coffee  "'"'"-- ""` 2 - c- $1.391 Lb ga iv A
• DOLE SLICED
Pineapple I Lb 40s C..39t Margarine ""`"  S i Le... 994
TOMATO JUICE 0,,c,;.$100 Pies --A •--- 3 ,',';r2 $1.00 S CnOCOLATILibbys la Cons I 
) Miracle Whip  saLAnn,Riiuu 49
Sta-Flo STALEYS LIQUIDSTARCHICN 23e) , 01.143t Bleach
Grocery buys 4—
SULTANA ILBERTA
Peaches
Flue Cleallty 141.
escate 72......
INSTANT COFF.Elli $641 Sliced or Helves 313-0Z. 89CHairy Symp CANS
Tea 
Bagi D E1711a LEAP 
opik0,858t
Tissue:1 1;:,f,;.0mUD 4 74:1. 89c
Tzr  2p R°,811Kleenex , 39C
"4 h"  29C
DEL MONTE. LIBBY. CAMPBELLS OR STOKELY
Tomato Juice
ALP I OT $100
3 'A 794 a WN's I
2 - 194
Green Onions 3 .--19c
29t
Oranges  CALIF  111111.  12 49e
c. Frozen Foods!
MORTONS FROZEN
Bread Dough
FOR HOME 141. L YES.5 9
BAKED IREAD3WITHHIA"DUTY PAN
•
Boneless Beef Cuts
Bottom Round  OR"In
Top Round
Cube Steak
Rotisserie OR SIRLOIN TIP
Sirloin STRIP OR DELmONICO
ggc
Lb ggt
Li $1.09
LI gge
lb  $1.79
SUPER RIGHT
Sliced Bacon
THICK SLICED
2 $1.55
FANCY 79t
THIN
LI.
SLINNISMOOK GRADE A
Large Eggs D..  49t
Baked Foods'
JANE PARKER
Glazed Donuts
PKG.
OF 1 
6t 094
315 PKG. OF 12 a
Oxydol
Potato Bread 2 39t
Cookies  3 74:. $1.00
Spanish Bar 
Pecan Pie 
Smelt, tat •
5011,111nIIPICs.1
i• 594
Dairy Values!
i• 590
WISCONSIN CHEDDAR
Sharp Cheese
ALP CREAM
CHEESE 294 LI. 69t
DETERGENT
Td. \I
,4 "RS 29t 2 "" 43t 2 itosi 83t lox a2-0Z. "1St,/ 33iat 59te ,\33c 79tt ,32C 770 
.N1411.106-x0Z.32te
Cheer
BlueIvory Soap Zest Soap Ivory Draft Ivory Liquid
LB Or 3 LIS 1 Or
Joy Liquid i Premium
Bo, De:
‘334 589.CeLI.jigOL 354
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF
STEAK
SALE
CHOICE CUT 
$ I 09
T-BONE lb.
CHOICE CUT
SIRLOINI99
CENTER
ROUND .l9
Porterhouse Steak $1.19
Rump Roust ,o•In 1151011.151 Att. 990
.o•Ut Pull, COOKS°Hams inn OWN .n. •091. KA./ 1. gse
Perch 
110. Innets,,icic.,A 4.1 5" $1.69
(.. Anrcill•liniff0
Shrimp 1c. 1,3. 1, ts ,s .1 ,.•tist
'11.1 5 0 A INSPECTED FRESH CHICKEN PARTS
Breast "011 WITHPART RIO ATTACHED Li 69t
IN WHOLE LEGS Lb. Ste e
Fresh Produce'
1/4. fl FRESH CRISP
Pascal Celery
4.1••••••
36 SIZE 2 STALKS 25c
? 
C11,111 GoStn SLICER,
Cucumbers 
Pears
l. N.. k.Dash SpiciSpan Comet Mr. Clean
DETERGENT I Cleaner ICleaner ALL-PURPOSE
GIANT 341 
CLEANER
21/2-0Z 78# Ia. 29t1.1 2VNI-35c 
15-07. 1 ltd.
 f 1, Box yr, BOX ITOTTLE liglig‘7
urnruu rLnulJ .............it'.J( %%#i g
‘.
Downy
Rinse
I-0T. 1-02.1170,
CAN lig 
VI.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: 1959 _Ford pickup
truck, good condition Call 409-
5840 after 5 P. M.
‘,
Salvo k•
Tablets
l‘ 78cPEG. OF2$
0
66
kag
our
TV
as
ha
Es.
[y.
[-WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE
Ky
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
The Division of
Weights and Measures
now has its limestone
testing facilities in
operation. This new
laboratory enables
the Division to test
and evaluate agricul-
tural limestone and
have the r,sults much
tiothibei
DRIVE M
THEATRE
Fulton • Union City Highway
THU - FRI - SAT
7'30
Gail Hire
Laura Devon
In
"Red - Line 7000"
—AND —
1:44
"Young Fury"
With
Rory Calhoun
Virginia Mayo
Sun-Mon-Tues-Wed
7:30
It's A Scream
"The Farmers
Other Daughter-
- A N D --
1:1S
"A Rage To
Live"
—STARRING—
Ben G 
more rapid than in
the past.
Before the lab was
installed, tests for
t h e Department of
Agriculture were
conducted by the
Department of High-
ways. Since the
Highway Department
had a full schedule of
its own tests, results
of limestone tests
were ()urn delayed.
This meant, of course,
that many times we
did not get results of
limestone tests soon
enough to be of the
most help to farmers
and quarry operators.
With the new facil-
ities, results of tests
c a n be provided in
about 24 hours.
When a sample is
taken at a quarry, it
is given to the lab-
oratory for two
specific tests. First,
the lime is checked
to see if it meets the
State requirements
on grinding. Under
present regulations,
90 percent of the
stone must pass
through a 10-m e s h
sieve, and 35 percent
must pass through a
Enter Pepsi-Cola's
$2,000,000
WORLDWIDE
FAMILY
SHOPPING
SPREE
Get details at Pepsi display!
r. FARMER• •
DON'T BE AFRAID TO PLANT
OW!
* Vbfp
Use Southern States
HYBRID CORIL•
—PLUS-
200 Lbs. Southern States 5-15-5
Corn Starter Fertilizer In Row
WE GUARANTEE
STAND OF CORN
Or We Will Replace Both The Seed And The
Fertilizer FREE To The Farmer!
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 471-2351 So. Fulton 201 Central Ave
ALWAYS
WFULal WITH YOUIN TUNE
RA I 0 THE NEWS =
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-Of interest to Homemakers
50-mesh sieve.
Next, the calcium
carbonate magnesium
content of the lime-
"tone is checked.
State regulations
require that it test
at lea st 80 percent
calcium carbonate.
* * * *
Proper application
of limestone is
essential to success-
ful crop production.
In fact, several
thousand more tons
of lime should be
used than is being
used at the present.
It is hoped that
under the present
regulations, which
require that agricul-
tur al limestone be
ground finer, farmers
will realize faster
results from lime
applications. Thi s
will prove profitable
to the farmer and
should encourage in-
creased applications.
* * * *
FFA members and
4-H Club boys and
girls with beef cattle
projects should be
making plans to par-
ticipate in the n e w
State _beef animal
breeding show. It
will be held at Eliza-
bethtown on June 21.
This will be the
first State-supported
show for beef breed-
ing animals. It will
be open to all 4-Hand
FFA members who
are carrying beef
projects in their
programa. Like the
district •teer shows,
t h e Elizabethtown
event is being
sponsored by the
Department of Agri-
culture in cooperation
with the Extension
Service and the Divi-
sion of Vocational
Agricultural Educa-
tion of the Departme.it
of Education. Also
helping to sponsor
the show are the
Hardin County Live-
stock Improvement
Association and the
Elizabethtown-Hardin
County Chamber of
Commerc e.
Many agricultural
leaders have long
felt the need for an
educational event
for beef breeding
animals. Those
planning this show
have designed it to
supplement educa-
tional objectives of
t h e 4-H and FFA
programs.
* * * *
SHOE REPAIR
We pickun and deliver
PHONE 472-1513
or 472-1700
•imphell',. Shoe Repair
204 Main Street
'Seventy-five companies which announced new plants in Kentucky last year wore honored on April 11, atan Industry Appreciation Luncheon at thit Sheraton Hotel in Louisville. Company officials were awardedcentific•Nis of •pprmiation from the State and the Ksritucky Chamber of Commerce One firm honoredwas the Graphite Products Division, The C•rborundum Company. Shown here from left to right are Goy-•rnor Edward T. Breathitt Richard M•rk•I, Vice President and John M. Lewis, Executivs Vice Presi-dent, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. The luncheon marked the beginning of Industry Appr•ciation WsiskApril 11-16, as proclaimed by Governor Breathitt.
•ft.
FROM HERE TO ANYWHERE VIA BOOKMOBILE
- Two young Kentuckians explore the world of books whichState Library Service Bookmobiles bring them. Library
Week is April 17-23--but every week is special for readers
everywhere Kentucky Bookmobiles can go
Cooper Calls
For Stable Viet
Nam Government
MOREHEAD. Ky. See
John Sherman Cooper. R-Ky.,
W a r ned tislay that America's et -
fort to save South Viet Nam
from communism could he to
no avail if a stable government
isn't established in Saigon
Cooper told of his concern
about IlevIAMHBE tiolil al
crisis in South Viet Nam in a
speech prepared for delivery at
Morehead State College's For-
eign Relation,. Day program
"The stability of the govern-
ment in Saigon is another vital
point" in the Vet Nam strug,'1e.
Cooper said
"Our tremendous military and
aid effort may loran nothing if
stahle gi,. ernmeat that really
reflects the hopes of the potpie
is leg established." he said.
The Republican Paled ag .in
his belief that the U.S. Mist
,Billiume Is end die
war by negotiatitin "
Cooper said the I'S can en-
eourage all atmosphere fir
'negotiations by eunlining
area of its military operatiogs.
Ile added this also 00uld "lessen
the passibility of the Viet Nam
wai beiiis extended and lead-
ing 10 0 larger war, and pos
-ibly World Wa. ttl"
Make
Cooking
a Pleasure
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOINTY OF THE COCA COLA COMPANY BY
THE FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
PARIS AWAITS EVERETT
 •
Representative To Attend
Functions Tuesday
PARIS, Tenn.,
Representative Robert A. Ev-
erett (D., Tenn.) will be In
Paris Tuesday for open house
and also to be a guest of honor
at the Kiwanis Club Industrial
Appreciation Night banquet.
Everett will attend a public
reception from 3 to 5 at the
Greystone Hotel. The recep-
tion is being given by Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Looney, long-
time friends of Everett.
This will be Everett's first
official visit to Henry County
since it was transferred to his
Eighth District last year by
the state Legislature.
Snapper Nabbed
To Open Season
WARREN, Pa., April 16. —
— The trout season
opened at 5 a.m. Saturday and
a few minutes later patrolman
Richard White received a
telephone call from a man ask-
ing to help him fish out his
false teeth which had fallen
through a wlewalk grating.
White said when he got to
the scene a fisherman who had
been passing by already had
hooked the man's teeth on his
line.
"What kind of bait did you
user White asked the fisher-
man jokingly.
"Didn't use any bait," was
the reply. "but they sure were
biting."
BIG 1 2" DIAMETER
GARDEN HOSE
50 Fl - 10 Yr. Guarantee
$250
EACH
Railroad 
-triArle
Lake Si. - Fulton, Ky.
Big Meal Tabs
Look Familiar
WASHINGTON, April 15. —
Representative Robert A. Ev-
erett (D., Tenn.), a big man
accustomed Is big meals,
picked up the breakfast check
Friday for more than 100 high
school bandsmen from Pans.
Tenn.
It was Everett's second big
meal check in as many days.
Thursday morning his guests
were about 100 high schciol
bandsmen from Humboldt,
Tenn.
The two bands are here tor
the Cherry Blossom Festival.
They will march in the parade
Saturday. Everett's breakfasts
were in a cafeteria in a House
Office Building.
Everett didn't stop with
feeding them. He also took
each group on tours of the
Capitol, White House, and FBI
headquarters.
Humboldt Band
Is Winner
HUMBOLDT, Tenn.
Humboldt High School's band
was cheered Sunday when mem-
bers retutUed from the national
Cherry Blossom Festival
parade with • first-place
trophy.
The halal won first place In
competition with bands of 75
Players Ay less during the an-
nual feNtdval in Washington.
About 1,500 resident turn-
ed out Sunday to welcome the
band hack.
"We decided to march and
play as we do in Humboldt,"
said director William B. Day.
"It paid off."
AIRCRAFT TESTS STALL
Weather Delays Flights Of -
Radical British Jet
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky., April -
N.— 
-Bad weather last
week caused a slowdown in
tests by the Army, Navy and
Air Force of a new Britishjet that takes off and lands
vertically,
Six of the aircraft, desig-
nated the XV-6A, have been at
Ft. Campbell two weeks await-
ing tests.
Only two of the planes were
airworthy late in the week and
Iwo others near assembly, an-
other being assembled and the
sixth still in the crate.
Engine Will Have
15,000 Cars' Power
PARIS—Being built in France
are tlw world's first two steam
turbine engines that will attain
a power of 800 megawatts on a
single shaft. Electric ite
de France has ordered the first
of them for its new Porcheville
power plant in Seine - et - Oise.
The unit will be 1,089 feet long.
weigh 1,250 tons and transmit
power equal to that of 15,000
automtbiles.
FIZE BESTTHINGS
IN LIFE
AREN'T FREE
Any parent can testify to
that. A family's nesds grow
as it grows. Even the bare
necessities get more numer-
ous and more •epensivc
What if every purchase had
to be paid for in cash, in full,
before your family could
start using it? Today most
people use charg• accounts
for budgeting and for con-
venience.
Good credit is important to
you and easy to enjoy. Just
sea that you pay as agreed
—promptly when dim, in cor-
rect amounts — and your
local credit bureau rrrrr ds
will reflect your integrity.
Furthermore, if you should
mov• to any city across the
nation, you would want cred-
it there. No problem: your
good credit history is quick-
ly •v•itable to the loc•I
credit bureau through its
prefession•I affiliation with
the Associated Credit Bu-
reaus of America, Inc.
USE YOUR CREDIT
OFTEN, WISELY
ENJOY THE
BEST THINGS IN
LIFE
Tri• County
Credit Bureau
Office In Union City
PHONE 479-2941
Dial 472-1651 Open 6:45 PM
FULTON/
B-I-G DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM!
NOW Thru SATURDAY!
Dana Andrews
-SPY IN YOUR EYE"
In Color
P-L-U-S
-SECRET AGENT FIREBALL"
With Richard Harrison
Also -n Color!
SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
Paul
Newman ei ts Harper'
and Harper
is just
not to be
believed!
• •
I auTRId..
13ACALL HARRIS. NIL LEIGH .fl WAGNER
TECHNICOLOR
r'. 
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Artist's rendering of 115-acre Six Flag
s Over Texas located midway between Dallas and
 Fort
Worth. The $14,000,000 historical theme amusemen
t park, now the most popular single tourist
attraction in the State of Texas, features more
 than 75 rides, attractions and shows. An e
sti-
mated 1.8 million people from all over the Un
ited States will visit Six Flags during the 19
66
season.
Aerial view of portion of U.S A. Section o
f Six Flags Over Texas. In foregroun
d are the peppy
one-cylinder, seven and one-half horsepow
er gasoline driven sports can that guests
 drive them
selves along a quarter mile freeway. Tra
veling 50 feet over the top of the park are
 the Astrolift
ears along a 2,100 foot cable from the U
.SA. Section to the Texas Section.
Frequent shoot-outs between lawmen and outlaws
 take place around the Texas Section at Six
Flags Over Texas. Here a crowd gathers in front 
of Judge Roy Bean's Jersey Lilly Courthouse
as sheriff's deputies invoke Juolge Bean's -Law Wes
t of the Pecos" on renegade fast draw gun-
fighters.
A light shower of water is part of the cli
max of the Flume ride at Six Flags Over Texas
. Pas
sengers 'aboard hollowed out logs race along a
 curving watery course followed by a 45
-deg
descent down a 44-foot slope for a splash
ing finish.
Tee cake hats or 1,000 gallon sombreros
. Sin Flags Over Texas
has them both. Passengers ride around th
e brim of El Sombrero
topsy-turvy style in the Mexican Section of 
the Park.
SOLDIERS NEED more than guts and guns to
 fight a
war. They fill their tents and "hooches" with tape rec
orders,
cameras, and battery-operated electric shavers—lux
ury itenis
that help to make combat life in this tropical land •
 little
more comfortable. To supply these morale-boosters
 and •
long list of other important commodities like soda
, fruit
juice, and candy bars, the Army operates Post Exchanges
wherever troops are located. At Cu Chi, for exa
mple, the
25th Infantry Division's 2d Brigade was still battli
ng the
VC—trying to secure enough ground to establish a
 base
camp—when First Lt. John T. Tunison arrived and 
set up
• PX for the 4,000-man unit. There are no tile 
floors and
attractive displays, but Tunison's store has more tha
n $50.
thousand worth of merchandise, replenikled weekly 
by
heavily-guarded truck convoys. Billowing clouds of dust
 make
it impossible to stock some perishable or delicate ite
ms, but
they're still available through a mail service. (ANN)
IN CASE OF FIRE
At home —
Quickly get everybody out
of the house.
Call the fire department
immediately.
(Be sure everyone in your
family knows how to call the
II,. dep•rtment.)
Al public gatherings —
Walk do not run, to the
nearest and, Call the fire de-
pisrbwent immediately. Keep
Calm.
— 
American In aaaaa oe
Association
*C/ CarttieJ*
• Combat Support Training is the new name for 
Common
Specialist Training—the technical schooling for 10 Mi
litary
Occupatio- nal Specialties such as clerk typist, lig
ht vehicle
driver, cook, and radio operator—according to the U
.S. Con-
tinental Army Command. The new title mor
e accurately
describes the group of job specialties and is appropriate to
the importance of those technical skills, CON
ARC officials
RE-No SHOE SHOP
DISCOUNT SHOES
5AVE 30% ter 50,4
QUALITY SHOE REPAIR
Moved across the street
Next to Happy's Liquor Store
tie. ewes. vamps. mina. mallow .11•111m wall
Ellim AMP. minim
You've never seen anything Blot itl
You'll never enjoy anything as much!
See
THE WOMANLESS BEAUTY REVUE
31sonsored by
Southwest Kentucky Shrine Club
Friday, April 22, 1966
Carr Auditorium — 7:30 p. m.
Adults $1.00 Children 50 cents I
Music by Charles Andrews' Meloclainwv _Me.amimin
e
• All 34,600 men requested by the Department of Defe
nse
in the May draft call will be assigned to the Army; the
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps have not placed reque
sts
with the Selective Service System, The May call reflects cur-
rent D - D plans for expanding the military to meet needs
in Vietnam.
• The U.S. Army Infantry Board at Fort Henning
, Ga.,
has completed several modifications of the M-60
 machine
gun, making it lighter, less complex, and quicker to 
set-up,
while sacrificing none of its accuracy and durabilit
y. The
weapon's sling and carrying handle have been redes
igned,
the latter being fastened directly to the barrel for 
faster
barrel replacement, and the bipod legs have been p
erma-
nently attached to the gun. The modified model ha
s already
been field tested successfully.
Observe
LAW DAY,
U. S. A.
Moy 1st
r-------AllowENT
&BALANCING
'11 ofq,
We give
quality ideMPE
Mezhanic on Duty 6 am 10 pm
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right ..
We'll Do If Again Free
W. C. DAMONS DX
SERVICE STATION
41-51 By-pass — Highlands
MANNA FROM HEAVEN?
Rich Gold Vein Discovered
On Church Property
AUBURN, Calif. April 16.-
- 
St. P. u l's Lutheran
Church has an unusual prob-
lem:
What to do about a vein of
gold ore discovered cm church
land in this Mother Lode coun-
try that produced millions of
dollars worth a century ago.
A bulldozer uncovered the
vein only • few yards from
busy Interstate 80 while cutting
a rclad to the church's new
building site.
Leaders will meet Sunday to
discuss their find . . . which
was assayed at an exceptional-
ly high 6572.95 a ton.
"We were astounded," re-
ported the pastor, Rev. Charles
Rauschek
Starting
From Scratch
NEW YORK — U.S. mantdac.
turers make $36.3 maim worth
of matchbooks a year.
Viet Gold Bars
The Commanding 1:ener•I
if C. S. Army. Vietnam, is
now •uthorised by DA to
appoint enlisted men to the
rank of second lieutenant in
the Army R e with •
concurrent call to •ctise duty
when, under combat condi-
tions. they demonstrate -•
potential for coommisaiiined
sery ire.- The new appoint-
ment*, authorized is •
change to AR 135-100, will
he made against quot•a.
Unlike the requirement* fur
• -battlefield •ppointment-
to the Regular Army, the
nen policy requires appoin-
tees to hoose iter‘ed at least
,,is month. with USAR•V,
meet educational and phy•i-
cal stand•rds. and be recom-
mended by a board of offi-
cers. (ANN) 
I:ompass Used
In 1030
CANTON, China — Navigators
began using the compass for
trips from here to Sumatra as
early as A.D. 1030,
Only Kroft Om you
Macaroni 'n'
Cheese
with
golden
cheddar
goodness
Kraft Dinner gives you ten•
dor macaroni. creamy with
golden chewer goodneas! Easy
and quick to RR -as Or
combine it will) other foods
for inespeouye yet delirious
main Mahe..
COSTS 5 1
ONLY 
6 A SERVING
LOUNGE
Opens at S o'clock Closes .1 11
ENTERTAINMENT
Bands Every Thurs. and Sat.
Pit Bar-B-au7
Custom Barbecuing
Id ell times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FI541 SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR
HO,MADE CHILI
ge-eed
coffee, tool
/4I///./AOTIANOTIMAIIVIIIrdailiingi
ngaliMiliNINIONVIIIIMOMMININIOr
a
I 
WEEK-lt, OpperSm
' END
/Sizes - Boys 1 up to young men's 61'i
LADIES
SPRING SUITS
Reduced 1/3
Colors
C, Navy - Green - Beige
Sizes to Fit Most
$15.00 reduced to $10.00
$14.00 reduced to $ 9.33
A' $11.00 reduced to $ 7.33
$ 9.00 reduced to $
LADIES
& GIRLS
SPRING HATS
1/2 Off
tO
\-4\
fresh spring
colors
& styles
BOYS
Baseball Shoes
$4.00
Famous Gotham Brand
recommended for
Little League Play Leather Uppor
With Rubber
Soles & Cleats
LADIES
Short Sleeve
Cotton Knit
SHIRTS
Sizes
Small-Medium-Large 4
Pastel Colors
Pink, Blue, Yellow &
White
P. PI. HIRSCH & CO.
Open 8-30 to 6:00 Men. Tow
6:30 to 9:00 Fri. Set,
IhirmirAvAny.rwiwArArArmAiwmamirArAte
arArordriffeunsoorway
307 Broadway
South F.Wton
Fa
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Fashion's Motto: Think Young
In fashion, the young look
•
CHECKS WITH FLAIR —
The young look in fashion
I, captured in this two piece
sleeveless suit of cotton
houndstooth checks It's one
of the designs created by
Sharon Moore and Marilyn
Schulster under the "Like
Young" label YOUNG DESIGNERS AT WORK—Typic
al of the young
designers making an impact in California
's fashion world
are Sharon Moore (left> and Marilyn Schu
lster. The two
teamed up while students at UCLA's Sc
hool of Apparel
Design and are now designing under th
e label of "LAke
Young." a division of Carl Naftal Both g
irls are only 22.
is in and so is the young
designer.
Typical of up-and-coming
young designers in Califor-
nia are Sharon Moore and
Marilyn Schulster. Both are
only 22 and pretty enough
to be mistaken for models.
They teamed up as de-
signers for a senior class
project at UCLA's School of
Apparel Design and have
been working together ever.
since Now planning their
fourth collection, they de-
sign under the appropriate
label of "Like Young.-
Their styles live up to the
label . . they're youthful-
looking yet sophisticated
enough to be worn by any
fashion-wise woman.
Fabrics play an important
role in the creation of each
of their designs The girls
often work directly with
fabric mills to get the dis-
tinctive colors they want.
Cotton is a special favorite
because it takes dye so well
and because, as Marilyn
says, "It has the natural
quality we like no much."
The two follow their designs
from patterns to finished
garments to make sure their
original concept is pre- _
served.
gosoi!
E01( THE. FIIHYT—An Australian 
Vietnam
tars his rodeo set while esaminin
e punjis brought to
him by a,, int eeeee ter ...sing silk his 
unit The Viet Using
uss• the pyall stair estensisels around
 junele stroneholds,
planar them in high  under w•ter
 or under isift mud.
To protect saddler.' feet front the pun
ji st•kes. the Army
hiss de-...loped and issued • special jungle boot 
with • light
inet•I meek insole.
Wrong Number
urru ROCIC, Ark.
Emmet Cook, Jr., assistant di-
rector of the regional Internal
Revenue Service office here,
knows how taxpayers feel when
their Income tax reports are
sent back to them. His was in a
stack processed by a computer
and was rejected. He had listed
the wrong Social security num-
ber
Sermon On 'Thou
Shalt Not' Stolen
RICHMOND, Va. — The
Rev, David Thomas Lowman of
the Mizpah Presbyterian Church
here recently taped • sermon
based on one of the Ten Com-
mandments.
Thursday he reported the tape
was stolen.
Topic of the sermon: -Thai
Shalt Not Steal."
Subscribe 'To The Hews
Ths Complete Newsiposper
BIG MOUTH— self-propell
ed X-inch M-110 howitzer is mome
nt ered into position
sheer it sill pros ide lire soppor
t (sir infantry units participating in 
operation SILVER
CITY in the Republic of Vietn•m. 
The full-tracked M-110 has • c
ruising ranee of 450
miles and • maximum speed of 
34 miles per hour. The howitzer f
ires 200 pound pro-
jectile*. nuclear and non-nucle•r. FM(' is t
he prime contractor. (Photo by Kim 
Ki Sam,
Pacific Stars and Stripes.)
POIGNANT PAUSE—A Vietnamese soldi
er, interpreter for the 1st Brieade, 
10Ist
Airborne Oh Won, stops lo question • frig
htened slialyirl about Viet Cone mo
sements.
The interpreter is with a rifle company 
milling up to amidst another unit of the 
brigade
in • fire fight with the Viet lung. The 
oper•tion. VAN BUREN, was conduct
.' to pre-
sent rice h•rs est from falling into rommun
int hands,
Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W W. Boo.. m D
Goosoitant, Mationai Dairy Council
COMMERCIAL FOOD PROCESSING
At • recent meeting of the
American Public Health Associa
Hon, an executive of one of the
largest commercial food proces-
sors and distributors pointed out
some of the advantages of the
modern methods of food prepar.
ation and distribution, aside from
the obvious convenience of being
able to buy almost any food any-
where at any time. Many of our
older people can remember when
fresh foods out of season were
not only more expensive, but
often simply unobtainable
Feed Readily Available
The ready availability of • va-
riety of foods not only reduces
housework It also improves nu-
trition in 1903 the average fam-
ily consumption of canned goods
was 3 cans per year A great many
consumed none, except what they
preserved at home By 1983. the
average had risen to 883 cans
per family This is exclusive of
frozen foods, unknown in 1903,
and now being in excess of 8 5
billion pounds a year Other
types of processing, such as dry-
ing, salting and curing, and smok-
ing are not included, either.
read Is safe
The safety of this vast supply
la safeguarded from its origin to
the ultimate consumer. Milk, for
example, is supervised from farm
to table, cooled, pasteurized, and
Useful Baby Gifts
If there ate new babies at your
friends or relatives' houses, the
mothers could use diaper pins.
bottles, nipples, powder, lotion,
Kleenex junior size tissues, teething
protected from contamination by
automatic handling in spotless
dairies. Meat is inspected by fed-
eral and local inspectors, and
graded for quality Cooked foods
such as soups, meats, spaghetti
and vegetables, are prepared un-
der conditions of scrupulous
cleanliness of premises, equip-
nient. and personnel
Raw materials, such as vege-
tables, are controlled at the farm
by supervision dealing with pro-
per use of fertilizers and pesti-
cides, with soil analysis, and spec-
ified time for harvesting to get
the most nutritive value. They
are sorted, washed and prepared ,
by experts, who can do a better
job than the most careful house-
wife can.
Highly Supervised
Food processors shipping in in-
terstate commerce are subject to
supervision by the U.S. Depart-
ments of Agriculture, the Food
and Drug Administration and the
Public Health Service, and to
state, county and city authori-
ties in many instances. Govern-
ment standards of cleanliness,
safety and nutritive value are
exceeded by industry perform-
ance.
And says, this food executive,
if the can you buy shows six
meatballs, you may get seven, but
you can be sure you won't get
only five.
rings and rattles. Put all the items
in a box and they're a useful and
inexpensive gift for a baby shower.
just fist fun, fold the wrapping
paper like a diaper, glue the folds
down, and pin them together with
!two diaper pins.
Fulton, Ky. April 21, 1966
Teen-Scene Cutouts Encourage
Closet mid drawer brighteners are
pretty and practical additions to a
feminine bedroom. They can help
young girls learn to organize stor-
age space and clothes as well.
A huge flower made of Mar.
valon adhesive covering on the in-
side of a closet door, with a hook
at the tip of each petal, may en-
courage fashion-conscious daughters
to hang up their clothes. Shapes of
slips, hose, and lingerie on the bot-
tom of dresser drawers will help or-
gallire smaller items.
Boxes for jewelry, cosmetics and
hair rollers — covered with Mar-
valon and decorated with cut-outs of
necklaces and bracelets, bottles, jars
and rollers — are attractive dresser-
top accessories.
Try the same idea for boys, using
baseballs and pennants in their
school colors as backdrops for hooks
on the closet and shapes of socks
and underwear in dresser drawers.
This "subliminal advertising" for
neatness can work wonders, without
the need for a nagging word.
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75! \
DERlf RESTA -Fulton, K .
Page 3
Neatness
_Fresh Caught FMt
Hush Puppies, Claw
Tarter Saue
French Erie-
•
s s airsew
PRE-SEASON AIR CONDITIONER SALE
Air Conditioner
8,600 BTU . . . $169.95
10,000 BTU ... $189.95
16,500 BTU ... $229.95
20,000 BTU ... $249.95
22,500 BTU ... $279.95
Ulu( ntoilizeg, alunutit?
5
Year
Warranty
Cooleratorl
—10011111\
3 Horsepowe1
-
11krial\
Huffy eik11101;,...21,
Garden Tiller
-$109.9
417
4
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
Prices Include
Window Installation
$ 1 0 00 A Month
Payments
- Cools Average Home
2 Piece
Living Room
Suite
$89.95
WADE./tualutige co
Speed
Queen
$209.95
W-Trade
RADE WITH WADE AND SAVE
Phone
472-1501
EXPRESS
•°L2L4:7
CUTLETSP"K
CI-10PS""
PI
CT P.
CUTS
 imam Fulton, Ks'. April 21, 1966 1',e 4j A POT 150WaitNO WINNERCARD NOT PUNCHED STORE 14OURS MON. TilIZU SAT. 8A.m.To 9P44.
Pniemageedtitunacitaii Nana it tluttautt. apn.23
WEDNESDAY IS DOUBLE 2471 GREEN STAMPS DAY AT P.W.
ACA/A. of, a nu Pouthimg Vitimx arAti Bie 
 
STEAK.ers.
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HAMS
44 LB.*
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• • • •
• • •
SPARE RI BS;;;A!-F. 9? PORK LIVER'Els 391
MIRACLE WHIP. ..°:.
FLOUR vivi 25 L•2BAG,
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BAG.
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COOKIES
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.FOR SALE - Two TV antennas,
Ito end tables, box of carpenter's
topls, electric sewing machine and
ether things.
Chester A. Neander
308 N. Washington Street
Clinton. Ky.
MURALS - Painted in durable
colors on your wall to expand and
decorate the room. Homes or bust.
:,ess elstablishments ADELLE
U. C 8853170
i Attention All Yee Bargain
1 SenelcerelOle Bill has just tradeu for a1961 Cadillac-a gray, 4-doori sedan with air, power brake: iand steering-a real buy-has a
new set of tires You have to i
see this one to believe it.
at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales l
11411111111.34111111POOMIIP.UIMIDONIIi
Page 5
SUMMER SCHOOL - Be ready
for a Position in September! En-
roll now for New College SPEED-
WRITING Shorthand-T yping
Course which includes additional
subjects-filing, English, spelling,
personality development, and office
machines.
B. B. I. graduates secure top
positions and salaries. Day school
8:15 to 2:15. Inquire about longer
course.
Every student must have two
character references. High School
graduates bring a transcript of
grades. Others it ill be considered
on merits,
Bruce Business Instittue, 308
Poplar, Martin, Tennessee, Phone
587-7415.
- HELP WANTED -
SERVE. E STATION ATTEND-
AN)' 
- good hours, salary
clinton Texaco Sersice, Clinton,
Ky. Phone 653-6114.
IIPLP WANTED - Male. FIRE-
MAN age 21-45, high school or
equivalent education. Apply City
Manager, City hall, South Fulton,
Tennessee,
"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
42 FALCON; Bucket
like new
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyl
automatic; clean
61 FORD 4-deer; automatic
60 2-door Chevrolet, 6 cylinder,
straight stick
60 Falcon, automatic, with air
conditioning
60 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
1 owner
611 FORD station wagon
40 GALAXIE Automatic
MI STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
66 FALCON 2.deor, black,
straighe
58 adoor Pontiac, c'eein
$9 CHOU Impale ddr; V41,
automatic
59 CHEV wagon. 4-deor
Se FORD 4-dr. hardtop, 1.own-
•r
Ford, 4-door, cle•n
CHIV. 6-cyl autornatio
DODGE li-cyl. pickup;
Clean and A•1
$s
•
sa
54 FORD truck, 6-cyl; geed
condition
Si CHEVROLET pickup; are.,
age
$0 GMC 3-4.ton; hydraulic lift
on r••r
49 DODGE ',ton stake truck
20-25 other cars, truck.
WILSON MOTORS
Wei 472-3363
US 45-51 Bypass, North
EXUM TV AND
ELECTRIC SERVICE
TV repair Keys made
Electric repair and wiring
We sharpen lawnmowers
316 Walnut 472-3732
In a hurry? Too busy to make
a dessert for your family? Then
let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mrs. Johnson
makes delicious home-made pies to
order. Just call her at 479-2183 and
your cooking's done!
TRUCK DRIVERS
Age 2140
Semi or Straight
Experience not necessary. You
ran earn over $300 per hour after
sin rt training Local placement
sell ice available You do not have
io relocate. For application write
Nation Wide Semi Division, '7‘
Haeckl Freight Terminal Bldg..
125.5 Corwin Avenue. Hamilton.
Ohio. Or call 513-895-8727. evenings
513.241.5172.
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS _
2, 5-place dinettes, good e•. 525
1, 5-piece dinette, good $20
Dixie gas stove, good as new $75
I gas stove $15
Used refrigerators Sit to 850
Practically-new Danish modern
living room suite $68.85
(repossessed)
S I odd divans $10
3 new bar chairs at half
prICIO, Ca.
New 9 x 12 linoleum rugs $5.95
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
USED PIPE
FOR 
SALEWe have available a quantity of good used pips in
2in., 3 in.. 4 in. arid 6 in.
FULTON COUNTY OIL CO. INC.
HICKMAN. KY. PHONE 236-2375
PMSBUNGH SUN-PROOF'
CifrX HOUSE PAINT
• Hoe,.. towlei for
sums. r•••... work
IA. NA.* • soma.
• Oeloo 5 Sol 30 mi.
*so
• .081 wee 46., sop
hoes— soda. avow.
snoop', delay
• Colors slay b rigor
WO,
• Soo• FFFFF t•o•s
P ad maims Mop.
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS CO.
112 Conunercial 472-3201
tcyfoll.
GOING scved
1 66 MODEL, 11 • 45 MODELS, 7.64 MODELS
Soiling Now!
1966 FORD OT red outside, black bucket seats, big motor,
4-speed low mileage Ky. car.
1045 BUICK LeSabter 4-dr. sedan, SOM. Mist outside Power
Steering and Brakes Air Con. White Tires Less than 11000 miles.
1965 CHEV. Convertible VS. Powerglide Dark Blue color
Power Steering, Radio and Heater, White Tires.
196$ CHEV. Pickup, Long wide bed (breams color) VI, approxl.
merely 18000 miles; one owner, Ky. papers
1965 CHEVELLE SUPER SPORTS-350 hp. 327 engine, 4-spieted
White Wall Tir•s (Color White,) Ky. Car.
1045 CHEV. PICKUP-Red and Whits, Long Wide Bed, Ky,
Papers,
1065 VW-Red outside7Approximateily 18,000 Local Car.
65 CHEV-2 dr. Hardtop Impale, Rod outside Black Vinyl
Trim inside, around 11,000 miles, power steering, whit* tires.
Local one owner car.
1965 CHEV.-4 dr. Belair VI overdrive. Local mot owner.
1965 CHEV. - 2 dr. imoals Hardtop, Red inside and out
Powerglidie. Under 12,000 Mlles, Ky. Car.
1965 CHEV.-Impale 2 dr. Hardtop, Tenn. Car. Yellow outside,
Black Vinyl Trim inside, power sheering, poonerglide under
10,500 miles. Tenn. Car.
1965 CHEV.-Super Sports, Bucket Seats Powerglick. Tenn.
Car Power Steering-I owner.
1964 BUICK-4 dr. Sedan Power and air.
1044 CHEV.-Pickup short mid., bed.
2-1964 CHEV-Biscayrses 2 Ir. sedans 4 cyl. Straight.
1984 BELAIR-White Blue Inside, VII Powierglide Power Steer-
ing Ale Condition.
1944 BELAIR-Red and Whit* wit% power and air. Ky car.
1044 CHEV.-Convertible, VI Powerglide, Power Steering
White Outside and Blue inside.
TAYLOR Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3.161 Fulton 
Ellis Heitficott - Aubrey Tay-
lor - Larry Seto,: Dwain and
Main office 472-2488 Dan Taylor
ea°
CAR
FALCON. V8 hardtop, red -
44 GALAXIE hardtop, black,
red interior
64 OLDS ?-dr. hardtop
64 OLDS hardtop; air, power,
18,000 miles
64 Galaxie 500 4-doer hardtop
11, automatic; power steering
63 Bel Aire Soden, local one
Owner
42 FAIRLANE 500, 1
-owner
62 FORD 3-seat wagon, extra
clean, 8, cruisomatic, powirr
62 FORD Galaxi• 8, straight;
25,000 actual miles
62 GALAXIE 8, cruisomatic,
Power, 1 owner; red A whit*
62 Ford Galaxis Sedan, 4
-door,
V-11 automatic, bolge, good,
clean, local car.
61 Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
60 FALCON 2 door
59 (2) Ford pickups, 6-cyl;
clean, 1 owner; Also 8-Cyl.
58 Winton, S eyl. powerglIdo
57 CHEVROLET Belair sedan;
extra nice
65 CHEVROLET pickup; long-
custom cab
VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-182IJ
Glarin Starks.
Grady and Gaylon V•rders
LANCE Testing
To Determine
Final Design
itl.:DSTONE A 1;:-. I. \ Al.,
Ala. I ANFI-Gistund te.t.
ing of the Army's newest
battlefield fli i vs it r - the
LANCE-is underway at the
Army Missile Command fa-
cilities here. Along with ac-
tual firing data, the test re-
sults will be used to deter-
mine the final design of the
The engine and ur
aion systems of the LANCE
are being subjected ti static
firing and a series of "tn.-
ture" teats to check their
ability to withstand extreme
conditions of climate. In the
latter testing, the A rniy will
use environmental chambers
that simulate the heat of the
tropics and the cold of the
Arctic; special shock and y i-
bration tables; sand and dust
chambers; and a water bath.
The LANCE artillery mis-
sile systeiii ,ail r,,,• nuclear
and conventional warheads
over a greater range with
greater accuracy than the
HONEST JOHN which it
will replace. It is a highly
mobile weapon that can be
easily air-transported end
air-dropped.
Ling-Temco-Vought's
(+igen Aerospace Division is
prime contractor for the
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
State Police Add
"Fugitive" To List
FRANKFORT - Kentucky Stat
Mice have named Oakley Thom
as Cisney. Greenville, Ky., wh
escaped from Kentucky State Re-
formatory at I.aGrange four year
ago, to their "Top Five Fugitive'•
list.
Cisncy escaped from the Re-
formatory in May, 1962 after sere-
ing.•one-and-a-half years of a 21
year sentence for voluntary man
slaughter.
SC A WOAID
'toe" IOU *-
tie.. A ...t •ark
4,1A. ta
Comte ae. 'et Raw
No.at, gent - Jo..
•
MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS ,
Oakley Thomas Cisney EXCHANGE
State Police describe Cisney-it
5 ft. 10 in. tall and weighing 180 FURNITURE CO.
pounds. He has brown hair, brown
eyes and has a small scar on the
left corner of his lower lip. Cisney,
51 years old, has worked as a
farmer.
lie replaces Dempsey Merida on
the Top Five list. Merida, wanted
in Lexington for armed robbery,
was recently captured in Texas.
Ile was the fifth fugitive appre-
hended since the program started.
last July.
Other fugitives on the Top Five
are:
• Dale Phillip Cornwell. wanted
by the U. S. Secret Service at Lou-
isville for counterfeiting U. S.
currency.
• Inmon English, Louisville, who
escaped from Eddyville Penitenti-
ary in 1958.
* David Daniel Bennett. Bowling
Green, who escaped from a farm
detail at Kentucky State Reform-
atory ,in 1962.
• CoMad Combs, Perry County,
wantedt for shooting and wounding
with intent to kill and unlawfu
flight.
Ground Tests Prove
Spacecraft Reactor
SANTA SUSANA, Calif.-The
Atomic Energy Commission has
successfully ground-tested a nu-
clear reactor system for gener-
ating electric power. The sys
tern, designed for use in space
vehicles, has operated a full
year without manual adjust-
ments.
to
Complete Home Heating &
-vif Air Conditioning
LENNOX
GAS FURNACES
AIR CONDITIONERS
HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT
F. H. A. APPROVED
Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-1912
UNICO
• PASSENGER
• TRUCK
• TRACTOR
Free Installation
Free Balancing
Fully Warranted
ALL POPULAR SIZES
Terms To Suit
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Central Aye. 4794352
Sc 
Attention Mr. Fanner
CAYCE LEVI 
ll th 
e COMPANY
CAYCE, KENTUCKY
for your lime spreading needs. Top quality
lime. We will be happy to handle your par-.
chase orders.
Marshall Speed, Owner and Operator
Payee, Kentucky Phone 838-62%
11/
Southern States
April Tractor
Tire SALE
Unico Nylon Rear
Tractor Tire
Prices Cut
Unexcelled in traction ... road-
ability . long wear . . . self-
cleaning ability and guarantee
protection.
10 X 284-ply, reg. $51.80° 
11 X 38 4-ply, reg. $76.20*
600 X 14 4-ply, reg. $15.85° ..
500 X 15 4-ply, reg. $12.40° ..
SALE ;46.95°
  SALE $66.95°
SALE $11.50°
SALE $14.25°
•Pritint plus tax
Use Southern States Easy Payment Plan
To Get The Tires You Need ... When You Need Them
Prices also cut during sale on truck tires, tractor &
truck batteries, jacks, cooling system flush, oil filters,
grease guns, spark plugs, tow chains and waterless
hand cleaner. Come in now.
% SOUTHERN STATESFULTON COOPERATIVE, lac.
—Carrol Barnard. Mgr.—
coatta AVENUE — PHONE 479-2352
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency
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PUGGY
WATCH YOUR TABLE
MANNERS WHILE AT
AUNTIE'S MOUSE,
PuGGs/ !
FHFNE MOTHER TOLD MEF BUT ICON'T 'TANK
MORE, TO SW... "NO, 4I SHE REALIZED HOW
PU66Y 14AMK YOU":   TNE FIRST
/1/ Nst-FINO WOULD 82;
FRESH
LB290
PORK 
SAUSAGEREEL 
 T 
SLICED BACON 
REELFOOT sLAB
SLICED BACON
FRESH 
P 
N
ORK STEAK
KREY PURE, 49c RAG BOLOGNA REELF°°T
SWIFT PREMIUM
LB. 79 FRANK SSWIFT
 
a.
t., 79c CANNED HAMS
TENDERFRESH 
Li3.49( PORK CUTLETS
ALL MEAT 12 OZ. PKG.
c LB.
j CAN
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECT
ED
GRADE A
LB. 49C BREAST
49c LEGS & THIGHS
$4.89 WINGS
REELFOOT SLICED (Assort
LB. 59( LUNCH MEAT
SUGAR 5 LBS.94
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, Excluding
 Milk & Tobacco Products.
 (Limit I Please)
LITTLE ANDYOLEO
CREAMERY
BUTTER
IBS.
OAAPLE LEAF)
T$1.00 FRUIT SALAD
730
PINT
FRYERS WHOLEFRYER PARTS
LB. 59c GISSARDS
39c NECKS
LB. 29 LIVERS
60Z...29c CUT-UP FRYERS
LH. 39(
LB. 10(
LB. 99C
LB. 33c
45000 CASH InAnTAIJACK POT
39 
WHIPPED PARKAY 8 OZ
. CUP
MARGARINE 5 41.110 PEACHES
DOUBLE QUALITY
STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
FRUIT
PIES 
LARGE 20 OZ. SIZE
OCOMA
Apple, Peach, Cherry
For
00
OCOMA Beef, Chicken, Turkey, H
am, Macron' 
OCOMA Beef, Chicken, TurkeY
OZ.
EACHFrozen Dinners u
LIBBY'S 6 OZ, CAN
POT PIESFROZEN
SNOWFRESH FROZEN
EHOZEN 
 
 
iFRD 
Calorie)E 4 CNS490 
FRENCH FRIED 
DOUBLE QUALITY
STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
HARTS 303 SIZE 16 OZ,
CHERRIES
4. $1.00
— $1.00
CREAM
PIES
14 Oz. Size OCOMA
Lemon, Chocolate,
Neapolitan, Strawberry,
Banana, Coconut
4 FOR
sH 
g 14 I/2 OZ,
5,890 PORK m° 
m 
&BEANS CAN 100 CE sAI"OFFEEB LB. 690
5 LB. 790
TIDE REGULAR 
RPEOw"dSIZeE o ders 284 c6130i 
SIZE
EiCtAhN BEANS 6 CANS $ 1
EGGS (Grade A Medium) DOZEN 494
BARBECUE CHICKENS
PEANUTBUTTER
OUR OWN 69(
BIG CHIEF
QUART Gev cSORGHUM.Ann,$11.29OZARK PRIDEOUNTRY
CORNPr
ide Of Illinois
Cream Style 4
FOR
303 Size
Can 6
CELLO BAG
RADISHESPOLEBEANS EXTRA FANCY LB.
EN 
FANCY
5C
ARGE EXTRA 
b° O'RENIONS
230 loAMITIIETNED300 FREE QUALITY ESjric rmSps Plus
Extra 
savings
With Your No. 1 Coupons You Receive In The Mail This We
ek.
5 BIG DAYS TO DO
YOUR SHOPPING!
This ad good from
Thursday thru Tuesday.
SOUTH
FUL TON,
TENNESSEE
OF ANY OF THE
GROUPINGS SHOWN
ABOVE FOR ONLY
ORANGE JIMICE"`cs' GALLON694
Your Groceries Cost 10% To IS% More On Sunda
y. Why Pay Mare When You Can Buy For Les
s.
SfItIA pt'. %
That 
Stainless U
.S.A.
WINC100 SILO 
tC101111L
MAKE YOUR CHOICE ...890
FREE Ems
* 2
STAINLESS STEEL
TEASPOONS
With The Coupon Below and A
$5.00 Additional Purchase
... OFFER GOOD Thru APRIL 27, 1
966.
LOOK FOR THIS
SPECIAL OFFER
DURING THE NEXT 8 WEEKS
ON OTHER PIECES OF THIS
ATTRACTIVE STAINLESS
STEEL FLATWARE.
STAINLESS FLATWARE COUPON
This Coupon Good For Two,
FREE
Stainless Steel TEASPOONS
With Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Coupon Good Thru April 27, 1966.
COUPON .1.=...E.COUPON
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